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The Shape Of Things To Come In The
Automotive World

As the auto industry reshapes itself, one company is in the forefront of EMC and RF testing; providing everything

you need to meet tomorrow’s challenges. AR has high, medium & low power amps for whole vehicle,

subsystem, component and interoperability testing. And AR amps have the performance,

dependability and quality to cut any testing job down to size.

Now we’re creating amps with “subampability,” the ability to add power as needed and when

additional budget dollars are available. With over three decades in automotive testing, AR is the number one

source for everything from amplifiers and power-matched accessories to complete test systems.

Our RF Conducted Immunity test system tests to automotive specs with an unmatched level of reliability,

flexibility and ease of use. The PL7004 pulse laser probe is designed specifically for use in measuring radar pulsed electric fields

for the 1.2 - 1.4 & 2.7 - 3.1 GHz bands. Everything we do makes testing easier, more accurate and more cost-effective.

AR supplies a multitude of unique RF solutions to companies around the world – including the major automobile

manufacturers. Our limitless support network is second to none, and everything we sell is backed by the most comprehensive

warranty in the industry.

For any EMC/RF test on the entire vehicle or any of its parts, one company will always reflect well on your business, AR.

Connect with an AR Europe Sales Associate: www.ar-europe.ie/contact.php

Visit http://goo.gl /SKKPd to find out more.

Come See Us at EMC Europe 2011
University of York, York, UK, September 27- 29, 2011

ISO 9001:2008

Certified

Copyright © 2011 AR. The orange stripe on AR products is Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM. Off.

ar europe

National Technology Park, Ashling Building, Limerick, Ireland • 353-61-504300 • www.ar-europe.ie
In UK, contact AR UK, www.uk-ar.co.uk or call +441-908-282766
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Under close scrutiny

Consolidation amongst suppliers has added

much muscle to their negotiations with vehicle

manufacturers around the globe. The break-up

of monoliths such as Delphi and Visteon has

given others the opportunity to expand their

businesses globally by purchasing new

facilities, gaining instant expansion and sales

opportunities.

As an example, Autoliv has acquired 11

businesses since 2008, the latest being Delphi’s seatbelt

operations in North America, Asia and Europe. But it seems this is

now drawing unwanted attention from both the European

Commission and the US Department of Justice, which are

investigating the activities of both Autoliv and TRW, major players

in the fields of airbags and seat belts.

Similarly, there is an ongoing investigation by the US, Japanese

and European authorities into, mainly, Japanese electrical wiring

harness suppliers.

What has brought this about is hard to say; it could be the US

government’s close involvement with GM and Chrysler, and talks

about streamlining European production, or the growing global

nature of the industry that has encouraged regulators around the

world to exchange more information.

But the last thing the supply chain needs, as it gradually

emerges from the downturn, is to be faced with massive fines,

such as the €1.38 billion levied by the EU’s competition authorities

on glassmakers Pilkington, Saint-Gobain, Asahi Glass and Soliver

back in 2008 for price fixing.

Uncompetitive practices and cartels are not the way forward, if

the supply chain is to have a competitive and profitable future.

TATA’s Pixel, as you will read exclusively on page 16, has the

remarkable ability to turn on its own axis, thanks to a clever front

steering and suspension geometry, combined with the Torotrak

transmission system.

You wouldn’t normally reckon on a luxury leather manufacturer

to be leading a green manufacturing revolution, but that’s precisely

what Bridge of Weir is doing, as you can see on page 24.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Mazda’s SKYACTIV engine technology could be a stepping stone towards

homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines, according to

Kiyoshi Fujiwara, executive officer in charge of R&D for Mazda Motor

Corporation. “HCCI needs a bigger bore and is still at the laboratory stage,

but we are working on it and SKYACTIV is part of that process,” he said.

Although Mazda’s SKTACTIV strategy embraces body/chassis and

transmission, as well as powertrain, it is in the latter field that Mazda has

made the biggest steps forward, with its new diesel and petrol engines

sharing a common 14:1 compression ratio. This represents the highest cr

for a production petrol engine and the lowest cr for a production diesel.

SKYACTIV technology makes its production debut in next year’s CX-5

crossover and by 2016-17 will be featured across Mazda’s entire product

portfolio. “Mazda did not have first-class engines when we started

discussing this in 2006,” admitted Seita Kanai, director research and

development, “and we wanted to be the best by 2015; it has been a ten-

year long strategy.”

“At 30-40Km/h, the conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) is

only 10% efficient and, at 100Km/h, it’s still only 30% efficient, so 70% of

the energy put in is being wasted. We see there are four major losses,

which SKYACTIV addresses,” explained project manager Susumu Niinai:

“exhaust, cooling, pumping and mechanical.”

SKYACTIV-G

As with many technological advances, there isn’t one magic solution 

and, in the case of SKYACTIV’s petrol engine, it is the combination of

innovations that has resulted in a two-litre engine that rivals the emissions

and fuel consumption of Toyota’s hybrid Prius.

The headline technology is its 14:1 compression ratio, which

increases thermal efficiency and, therefore, fuel economy. The twin

downsides of that would be a tendency to ‘knock’ and a reduction in

torque. To counter this, Mazda

developed a 4-2-1 exhaust

manifold, which, because of its

length, prevents hot spent exhaust

gas from, say, number three

cylinder being forced back into number one cylinder, helping to reduce

compression ratio at top dead centre.

A uniquely designed piston cavity creates a stratified air-fuel mixture

around the spark plug, minimising the combustion duration, which

shortens the time the unburned fuel-air mixture is exposed to high

temperatures, so that combustion is finished before pre-ignition starts.

This is also helped by Mazda using six-hole direct injection injectors, with

sophisticated software algorithms controlling the injection sequences and

fuel spray characteristics.

SKYACTIV first step to HCCI?
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News

Lotus is designing its own flat-plane crank V8

engine and automated manual transmission

(AMT), chief technical officer Wolf Zimmerman

told Automotive Design. 

Weighing just 170Kgs and producing 578PS

in base form – and 628 in R tune – the engine is

predicted to fire up for the first time at Hethel in

August. After abandoning the proposed Lexus

sourced engine, following a poor reception from

potential customers, never mind that they

couldn’t be packaged into the new cars, Lotus

approached several OEMs for engine supply,

says Zimmerman. “But BMW, for instance, said

we couldn’t modify them.”

Zimmerman recruited engineers from

Mercedes-Benz High Performance Engines in

late 2010, with design starting in December. 

Modular in concept, the 4.8-litre engine will

be cut down to a V6, as well as a 2-2.4-litre

slant four, both naturally aspirated and

turbocharged for the smaller Elise.

Mahle has been approached to provide the

pistons and might also do the castings, using

the Cosworth process, although it’s believed that

Grainger and Worrall has also been approached.

Bosch and Pektron will provide the vehicle

electronics and INA the variable valve system.

Zimmerman has rejected a double clutch

transmission, on the grounds of weight, in

favour of an automated manual: “We will do

something like the Lamborghini-Graziano AMT,

but in a different way,”he states.

Interior build quality, a Lotus weakness,

should become a thing of the past, with news

that Eissmann, responsible for the Audi R8 and

Porsche Panamera, has been contracted to

develop future interiors for the marque.

The-next generation Lotus range will be

formed in aluminium, with a target torsional

stiffness of 30,000 nm/deg, says Zimmerman,

exceeding the Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG.

Peter Tutzer, who ran the Bugatti Veyron’s

development, has been poached to oversee the

Lotus programme. 

Lotus engineers its own powertrain

Wolf Zimmerman: Lotus approached

several OEMs for engine supply.
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The smaller, 83.5mm, bore reduces cooling losses and improves 

the engines thermal efficiency. This all helps towards the petrol engine

developing 210Nm at 4000rpm, as well as a 15% reduction in fuel

consumption.

Pumping losses have been minimised, thanks to Mazda’s sequential

valve timing (SVT), which keeps the intake valves open as the piston starts

to move upwards during the compression stroke, only closing when all the

unwanted air is expelled. As its higher cr increases combustion chamber

temperature and pressure, the combustion process itself remains stable.

SKYACTIV-D

Japanese OEMs are not renowned for their diesel technology, but this

new Mazda engine turns that assumption on its head, achieving Euro 6

without the need for a costly selective catalyst reduction (SCR) system

and potentially complying with Tier2 BIN5 in the USA, with the addition 

of a diesel particulate filter (DPF).

Add to this an engine that produces 420Nm at 2000rpm, 129kW 

at 4500 rpm and will happily rev round to 5800rpm, and you have

something of a game-changer – not just for Mazda, but also its 

European rivals.

As with the petrol engine, the diesel uses an aluminium block,

helped by its low 14:1 cr and widespread of torque that reduce pressure

and friction on the rotating masses, explained Kanai. The size of the

rotating components is, subsequently, smaller and getting closer to the

dimensions to those of a petrol engine.

The key to SKYACTIVE-D lies in the adoption of numerous

technologies: it employs new Denso Piezo multi-hole injectors, capable 

of nine pulses per stroke. Moreover, its injection process starts at top

dead centre (TDC), improving the air/fuel mixture to alleviate the

formation of NOx and soot through more complete combustion.

To overcome cold start-ups, SKYACTIVE-D employs ceramic glow

plugs and variable exhaust valve lift. While the glow plug initiates the

combustion cycle, raising the exhaust gas temperature once the engine

fires, the exhaust valve remains slightly open, allowing the hot exhaust

gas to re-enter, heating the air temperature in the combustion chamber,

which facilitates ignition and prevents misfiring.

A two-stage turbocharger system ensures a linear boost from low

engine speeds, with the smaller turbo operating at lower engine speeds

before switching to the larger one for upper end boost.

Reducing the compression levels of a diesel to that of a petrol

engine has resulted in an overall reduction of engine mass: cylinder

heads with thinner walls and an integrated exhaust manifold are 3Kgs

lighter, while the aluminium cylinder block – which goes down the same

line as the petrol, despite having different bore centres – is 25Kgs lighter.

Incidentally, both engines share the same open deck architecture.

To put this into perspective, Mazda claims the fuel consumption for

its new SKYACTIV powered Mazda 6 is the equivalent of a petrol-powered

Mazda 2.

Beyond this strategy, Mazda sees a future that includes 

regenerative braking, stop-start and additional storage devices, such as

capacitors to power air-conditioning, lights and other auxiliary 

systems.

SKYACTIV-D/performance (torque) improvement
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Hydrogen storage solution solved?

One of the significant barriers to a hydrogen economy, in which vehicles use hydrogen fuel

either to feed a fuel cell or for burning in an IC engine, is the difficulty of storage.

As hydrogen is a gas at normal temperature and pressure, it is usually stored in either liquefied

or compressed form. But liquefied hydrogen requires the tank to maintain a maximum internal

temperature of -253 deg C and even then the energy density by volume (before the tank itself is

included) is only a third that of hydrocarbon fuels. Compressed hydrogen gas, typically stored at

700 bar, is a simpler proposition, but its energy density by volume is poorer still, by a factor of

about two.

Alternative means of storage include hydrogen adsorption by metal hydrides and carbon

nanotubes, but no fully satisfactory system has yet been demonstrated. Now an alternative

approach, using liquid-phase, rather than solid materials, is being actively investigated.

In 2004, Air Products and Chemicals Inc, headquartered in Allentown, Pennsylvania, patented

the use of liquid carriers, known as LOHCs (liquid organic hydrogen carriers), which can be

‘charged’ with hydrogen, recovered when depleted and recharged for further use. This requires

no costly in-vehicle storage provision, can exploit the existing infrastructure for liquid fuel

delivery and achieve about double the energy density of a 700 bar gas tank. But catalysts are

required both to hydrogenate the liquid at source and to dehydrogenate it within the vehicle.

A team working under Professors Wolfgang Arlt and Peter Wasserscheid at the University of

Erlangen-Nuremberg aims to improve the practicability of this technology, using N-carbazole as

the LOHC. A consortium of industrial partners has been formed for the project, with a view to

developing the technology not just for hydrogen vehicles, but also for energy storage in solar-

powered buildings.

The first catalytic convertors to incorporate

gold are now being used by a leading

European diesel OEM. 

Developed by Nanostellar Inc, based in

Silicon Valley, California, the gold replaces

some of the platinum, with the ratio between

the platinum, gold and palladium being

roughly 1:1:1, improving emissions by as

much as 20-25%, while also reducing costs,

as gold is about half the cost of platinum.

Nanostellar also claims improved thermal

stability, better light off temperatures and

improved resistance to poisoning. 

The formulation is suitable for light- and

heavy-duty diesels, as well as homogeneous

charge compression ignition engines.

Reducing the cost and effectiveness of

catalytic converters will be major

contributions towards achieving the stricter

EU emissions levels in 2015 and, especially,

2020. 

As good as gold

News
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News

News in brief

Large car EPS
Nexteer has developed a 12-volt rack-

assist system that can provide rack forces

of more than 15kN for large cars, cutting

CO2 emissions by 8g/km. It has debuted

in the USA on the latest Ford Mustang.

Toyota opens 

proving ground
Toyota has invested €47m in a new

testing ground at Zaventem, Belgium.

With its accompanying facilities, it covers

an area of 65,000m² at the technical

centre, which measures 187,000m² in

total and employs 770 staff. As well as 

a 1.4km (0.8-mile) oval test track, the

proving ground features a 90m diameter

skid pad, test roads to monitor noise and

harshness, and a lane for brake tests. 

Low weight hub

bearing
SKF has developed a new low weight hub

bearing unit that can reduce weight by up

to 40%, when compared with traditional

plain hub bearing units. The new unit

combines light alloy and steel materials to

deliver around 20-40% lower weight,

compared with traditional plain hub

bearing units. The use of steel provides

the necessary performance for the roller

bearing component, while lightweight

aluminium is used on the integrated

flanged structural component, for ease of

mounting and service.

Panoramic glass panels
Opel-Vauxhall’s latest Astra GTC

panoramic windshield is fixed in place

using BASF Polyurethane’s COLO-FAST

Window Spray Technology (WST) that

employs a pressureless application to the

glass in an open mould. WST technology

permits greater design freedom, a reaction

time of less than 45 seconds, reduced

reworking and lower investment costs.

Smart Key
NXP’s single-chip solution for

multifunction car keys, the NCF2970, is

now available. Enhancing the functionality

of car keys by supporting the near field

communications (NFC) technology, NXP’s

KEyLink Lite enables car manufacturers

to offer a new driving experience, with

keys that connect to external NFC-

compliant devices, such as mobile

‘phones, tablets and laptops.

Bosch is in the advanced stages of developing

two new stop-start technologies that could

realise between 10-15% real-life fuel savings.

Both systems are installed in cars fitted with

DSG type transmissions.

Its ‘Advanced stop-start’ cuts off the engine

under braking, at speeds up to 20Km/h; in other

words, at commuting speeds, as the driver

comes off the throttle and starts to brake for

traffic lights, for instance. As soon as the

throttle is activated, sensors synchronise the

engine and starter motor speeds to crank the

engine back into life within 0.5secs.

In real-life terms, Bosch expects fuel

savings of 5-6% on the NEDC cycle and

upwards of 15% in US commuting conditions,

where Bosch expects it to be the first stop-start

technology that will work across the board in

torque convertor automatics.

The second system, which is at least two

years away according to Bosch engineers and

might be subject to scrutiny from the safety

authorities, is ‘Stop-start coasting.’ In this

scenario, at cruising speeds between 30-

120Km/h when the driver backs off the throttle,

the DSG is disengaged from the engine, which

is switched off. This leaves the car coasting

under its own momentum until the driver either

accelerates or brakes, at which point the engine

is restarted. Unlike other stop-start systems,

this one closes the clutch to restart the engine

at speeds above 30Km/h, a sensor in the

transmission matching the engine speed to the

correct ratio and road speed.At very low engine

speeds of 200rpm, the starter motor’s speed is

synchronised with the engine for restarting.

Bosch claims a restart time of 450ms for a

diesel and 300ms for a 1.4-litre TSI engine, and

a 10% real-life fuel saving or 6% on the US

drive cycle.

Ian Adcock writes: “Stop-start coasting

feels a little eerie at first, as the engine cuts off

and you’re left cruising at 100-110Km/h;

there’s a slight disconnection between yourself

and the car, as though you’re not in total

control. But the instant the brake or throttle is

used, there’s a slight thump as the clutch is

engaged and the engine fires up, with the revs

surging slightly until they’re totally

synchronised. 

“Both of those characteristics need to be

made totally seamless before the system enters

production.

“Advanced stop-start feels less intrusive,

with the car silently coasting to a halt at traffic

lights, junctions or joining queues of other road

users, with the engine switched off well before

the car halts totally.”

Next generation stop-start 

July/August 2011

More efficient, cheaper ‘blower

Lontra is confident it will sign a manufacturing partner for its unique Blade Supercharger by the

end of the year, with series production starting in five years’ time, says business development

director Simon Hombersley.

The company believes its technology, which has the capability to vary mass flow rate and

compression ratio at a constant shaft speed, enabling the boost of downsized engines to be

constantly controlled at any

point during the operating

cycle – including part-load –

delivers driveability that

can’t be matched by

conventional super- and

turbochargers, especially at

low engine speeds..

When compared to

conventional automotive

compressors, Lontra

believes its technology is

15-25% more efficient and

that it is “significantly” less

expensive than a screw

compressor and easier to

package than a

turbocharger, especially on 

a heavily downsized engine.
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Gordon Murray, the designer of world championship-winning Formula 1

cars, claims his T27 city car prototype is the world’s most efficient

electric car.

The T27, unveiled in late June, is an electric version of Murray’s

T25, the tiny three-seater presented last year, which has a Mitsubishi

petrol engine as used by Smart. Gordon Murray Design has produced

five prototypes for demonstration to car manufacturers and other

businesses interested in adopting the city car and its low-cost iStream

production system.

T25 and T27 could be made in parallel. The glass-fibre/recycled

plastic monocoque at the heart of the iStream process can be adapted

to accommodate the electric powertrain, batteries and control system,

without any loss of rigidity or additional strengthening. 

The design and development of the T27 was a £9.1 million (€10.3

million) project, half funded by the UK government’s Technology Strategy

Board. Gordon Murray Design worked in conjunction with Zytek

Automotive, which designed an integrated electric powertrain, lighter

and more compact than those used in other electric vehicles.  

T27 weighs 680kg – 100 kg more than T25, but still light enough to

need only a 25 kW motor and 12kWh battery pack to achieve a top speed

of 105 km/h, 0-100 km/h under 15 seconds and a range of 160 kms.

Zytek has built a new drive motor that is integrated with a single-

speed transmission unit from Vocis Driveline Controls. Zytek’s first

production-ready, lithium-ion battery pack weighs 129 kg. It has seven

50-volt modules, with pouch-type cells held in frames with cooling

channels between. 

Unlike existing EVs, the T27 has no water cooling system; the motor,

power electronics and battery pack are cooled with fans, taking air from

a duct in the car’s flat floor and with an air-to-air intercooler housed in

the tail section. Murray reports that the companies considering licensing

his design and manufacturing process are keen to offer petrol and

electric versions. 

Negotiations with three companies – two outside the motor

industry, including one in the UK and a European OEM – are getting

close to conclusion and he hopes that the first licence agreement can be

announced before the end of the year.

A new facility has been built in the UK West Midlands that will enable intelligent transport system

innovations to be developed. With government funding of £10 million (€11.4m), and in

collaboration with MIRA and TRL, ‘innovITS ADVANCE’ will enable advances to be made to improve

both the safety and sustainability of future road transportation.

Included in the 120,000m2 facilities is the world’s first purpose-built facility to develop test and

validate ITS products and innovations, and a ‘virtual city’ that can replicate the navigational

network connectivity of almost any street environment in the world; offer fully controllable private

communications networks, allowing virtually

any scenario of signal attenuation and denial

to be replicated; and provide a dedicated

and secure testing environment for the

automotive, telematics and ITS industries.

“The world’s first dedicated ITS development

centre, innovITS ADVANCE, will enable, for

the first time, engineers from the

automotive, telematics, telecoms and

transportation sectors to work together to

pull forward many new technologies and

innovations that might otherwise never

reach the market,” said David Pearson,

chairman of innovITS. “innovITS ADVANCE

will thus be a crucial enabler for the safer,

more efficient and sustainable future of

transportation that we all aspire to achieve.” 

Dedicated ITS test centre opens

Murray’s city car goes electric

News

Röchling Automotive has introduced the

world’s first combined cowl grille and

engine cover bulb seals, manufactured

in a one-shot process.

The two-component PIT-cowl grille

eliminates assembly and quality costs.

“Instead of higher parts costs, the

bottom line shows savings of 10%,”

says Matteo Piazzi, product manager at

Röchling Automotive, adding: “Material

and weight savings of 30% come on top,

whilst rising raw material costs improve

our competitiveness further.” 
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Various technological solutions have been proposed to increase the viability of battery

electric vehicles (BEVs) by substantially reducing the battery pack recharge time, so as to

eliminate ‘range anxiety’ for drivers wishing to undertake longer journeys. Examples

include rapid recharging stations and short turnaround battery swap facilities, in which

the entire depleted pack is dropped from beneath the car and replaced with a fully

charged equivalent.

Another possibility is now on the cards, as a result of recent developments at MIT, in

research work funded by a grant from the US Department of Energy’s Advanced

Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E). In this scenario, the battery pack itself is

not changed, but its spent fluids – electrolytes containing suspended lithium compound

particles that form the battery’s positive and negative electrodes – are removed and

replaced with fresh suspensions, potentially allowing the motorist to recharge a BEV in a

manner not unlike refuelling an IC-engined car and on a similarly short timescale.

Flow batteries, in which two such suspensions are pumped past a thin porous

membrane that separates them, are not a new technology. But previous designs have

used liquids having low energy density, so they’ve been large and required the fluid to be

pumped rapidly through them. In the new design, the fluid is a gooey semi-solid slurry

(dubbed ‘Cambridge crude’ by the MIT researchers) that improves energy density by a

factor of ten and requires only a slow oozing motion of the fluids. Manufacturing costs

are said to be lower than with a conventional lithium-ion equivalent.

Although engineering challenges remain in converting the laboratory research into a

practicable commercial battery, the MIT team – led by professors W Craig Carter and Yet-

Ming Chiang – aim to have “a fully-functioning, reduced-scale prototype system” running

by late 2013.

Going with the flow

News

July/August 2011

Flaunting nine forward ratios, ZF’s new 9HP48 automatic for front-drive

cars marks an important raising of the technology stakes in a field

where the closest competitor has only six speeds. Offering potential CO2

savings of between 10-16%, the new transmission is a response to

tightening legislative limits for CO2, and the rise in demand for premium

medium and small cars.

It could also be seen as a response to the growth of dual clutch

transmissions in the front-drive segment: DCT is the principal automatic

used by Volkswagen, for example, and Mercedes-Benz is specifying DCT

as the automatic option for its next-generation A- and B-Class, reserving

conventional planetary automatics for its larger rear-drive ranges.

“It could be argued that the increasing popularity of the DCT has

been the driving factor in the development of the ZF 9HP,” commented

Chris Guile, senior powertrain analyst at IHS Automotive in London. “In

other words, the DCT has become a threat to the classic torque

converter automatic and the 9HP is the response to that threat.”

While the 9HP48, soon to enter production for a still unnamed

launch customer, is configured to handle substantial torque outputs of

up to 480 Nm, ZF is also developing a smaller version of the nine-

speed: the 9HP28, with a torque capacity of 280 Nm. 

This is being tested in a Mini mule, but no production decision has

yet been made. Simpler and cheaper versions are not yet planned, said

development director Dr Michael Ebenhoch, but any decision to go

beyond nine speeds would depend on the applications and what ratio

spread was desired.

Likewise, Ebenhoch preferred not to discuss a possible update of

ZF’s 8HP rear-drive unit with nine or ten speeds, but the fact that

Mercedes is developing its own nine-speed does provide a powerful

incentive. In China, Shengrui is working on an eight-speed auto for

transverse front-drive, with a nine-speed derivative also planned.

The benefit of the extra speeds is three-fold, says ZF’s Michael

Ebenhoch. Nine speeds permit taller gears for more economical cruising;

the engine can be kept in its most efficient sweet spot for a greater

proportion of the drive cycle; and the steps between ratios are

sufficiently small that the gearshifts become imperceptible to the driver

and passengers.

New ZF automatic may trigger speed race 

More driving range for E-Vehicles 
thanks to our innovative 
heating- and cooling module.

IAA Frankfurt

Hall 4.0 C 41
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T
his might be hours before

the start of the most

famous long distance race

in the world, but Wolfgang

Dürheimer is dressed as if

bound for another working day in the

office: dark business suit, crisp white

shirt, red and blue striped tie and

carrying a bulging briefcase. As head

of Volkswagen’s motor sport

programme, he is, I’m told, off to 

a pre-race lunch hosted by ACO

president Jean-Claude Plassart. 

So does he see a link between

competition and the brands he

represents?

“Absolutely. That was very evident

when I was at Porsche [where he was

executive vice-president, research

and development – IA], supporting the

connection between sport and

production cars, such as the 911 GT3.

“I think that’s also true when you

look at Audi models; they’re racing the

R8 successfully. I hope it will come

true for future Bentleys, because the

Continental platform is not at the limit

yet and I think there’s potential for a

very powerful, lightweight Continental

that will also have a close connection

to racing.

“If you look at the World Rally

Championship programme, there’s a

tremendous chance to leverage the

success of the VW Polo, its durability

and enhance the car’s image

underlined by motorsport success.

The new global race engine will be 

a milestone in engine technology for

other future models in the VW line-up.

The 1.6-litre turbo transverse engine is

a mainstream powertrain system, so

there will be a close relationship

between the motorsport experience

and developments in future serial

production.”

This bodes well for Bentley, which,

after a 71-year absence, returned to

Le Mans in 2001, winning the race

two years later. “The first thing I did at

Crewe was ask for the racing

department. One guy spoke and said

he was it, so he will have a bright,

interesting and exhausting future.”

Dürheimer’s focus is on delivering

current programmes on time,

expanding the Continental product

portfolio and returning the marque to

profit by increasing global sales,

especially in the USA. “Green racing

will come back not just because we’re

British, but because we care about

technology and that will be good for

Crewe.”

Dürheimer sees Bentley as a major

research and design centre, not just in

the UK, but also within Volkswagen. 

“I think worldwide, and especially in

Europe, we struggle to get good

engineers. There’s a passion for

contracting engineers in the UK. We

will take care and stay focused on

keeping the talents in the company. 

I think, with a bright future ahead of us

and with the traditional programmes

we will add, we will attract enough

people to do a good job.

“Bentley is also a very acceptable

location for people from within

Volkswagen to work for. I will also

encourage engineers in the group to

contribute to Bentley’s success, even

when it’s only a three- or five-year

programme.”

Bentley is already considered to

be Volkswagen’s centre of excellence

when it comes to working with

veneers and leather, and Dürheimer is

keen for that to spread farther, even to

Bugatti, “My advice to colleagues in

Crewe is that we need to spread out

more technologies and competences

in Bentley that go beyond 12

cylinders, and wood and leather.”

Which is encouraging for the 4,000-

strong workforce. “Best practice in 

12 cylinder technology, R&D and

manufacturing is the next objective 

we are heading towards.”

While current Bentleys will go on 

a much needed diet, the replacement

Continental GT family is likely to be

based on a forthcoming front-

engine/rear-wheel drive platform,

dubbed MSB within the group, that is

currently under development at

Weissach, one of Volkswagen’s major

development centres – the others

being Wolfsburg and Ingolstadt. 

But that doesn’t mean it will simply

be a Bentley hat on Porsche

underpinnings, he stresses. “Whoever

is responsible for one of the modular

systems is obliged to make it

accessible to all brands in the group

and to confer to their demands. So, if

you develop a new component and

Bentley wants to use that, they need

to develop it and respond to that

request.

“The big advantage for me is that 

I know Porsche very well and the MSB

programme was developed under my

leadership at Weissach. I have very

good personal contacts with my

former colleagues and to my

successor Wolfgang Hartz, so access

to technology is no problem.” 

His role at Bugatti is somewhat
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Man with 
a mission

Bentley’s new chairman and CEO Wolfgang Dürheimer

is also president of Bugatti and responsible for

Volkswagen’s motor sport strategy. Ian Adcock caught

up with him before the start of the Le Mans 24hrs race
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CVWolfgang Dürheimer 

Began his career in the motor industry with BMW in 1986, where he held

positions as a product manager and also head of product development in the

motorcycle division. He later became a member of the senior management 

team, responsible for research, development and project management.

In 1999, he moved to Porsche, taking responsibility for the 911 product line.

Since 2001, he has been a member of the board responsible for research,

development and product management. Under his leadership, new models and

product lines have been developed that have strengthened the success of the

Porsche brand. He is 52 years’ old and married with two children.
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“My advice to colleagues in Crewe is that we need to spread

out more technologies and competences in Bentley that go

beyond 12 cylinders, and wood and leather.” 
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different, though equally – some might

say more – demanding, in that he is

tasked with developing the fastest,

and best, four-door saloon in the

world as the marque’s next car, now

that the Veyron has reached the end

of its production life. “I don’t feel it as

tremendous pressure, but as an

outstanding challenge; like I was

previously allowed to work on the 911.

I think successfully carrying the 911

into the future is a good entry ticket

for the Bugatti job.”

Both ‘B’ brands face the twin

challenges of weight and emissions,

“To reduce weight is that same

ongoing process as reducing

emissions and fuel consumption. 

This movement will never stop; it’s a

constant struggle for new materials,

technologies and production

methodology, in order to create the

components or the material itself.

“In Bentley specifically, I think I

have a good chance to reduce weight,

using a racing technology approach:

that every component needs to have

at least two tasks: a part must have a

structural task and an individual task

to deliver a certain function.”

In a previous life, he headed up

motorcycle development at BMW

where he put together a strategy

paper on the contribution that ‘bike

technology could make to car design,

something he still believes in strongly.

“Core areas of motorcycle design are

very lightweight construction -

drivetrains as integral parts of the

vehicle structure; high performance

engine technology, with integrated

gearbox design. Aluminium frames

were in ’bike serial design years

before cars; the second area is very

compact engines, with high revs up to

14-15,000 rpm double that of cars.

“I think also, as a motorcyclist, you

need to have everything easily

accessible and easy to approach, so

the controls on the handlebars are

similar to those on the steering wheel

at present; motorcycles lead that

field.”

Bugatti, says Dürheimer, will be a

‘pathfinder’ for Volkswagen exploring

new technologies, manufacturing

processes and materials that haven’t

been used or seen to date in the

automotive industry. “I consider that

customers who pay an extraordinary

price deserve and demand an

outstanding car, technology and

solutions. On the Bugatti side, it is the

challenge to offer outstanding

technology, prestige and exclusivity.”

It’s as much about the supply

chain coming up with unique solutions

as it is about Bentley and Bugatti

being innovators, with electronics

playing an increasingly important role

in the coming years. “We will see the

biggest increase in electrics and

electronics in the future. This is where

I hope that we can achieve the

support we need in applications of

connectivity and easy access to

private data, the internet, media, to

working in the car and to be

entertained. Car-to-car

communications will be of interest in

the future to avoid traffic jams and

understand early enough there’s a

dangerous situation ahead: night

vision, lane departure warning,

everything that makes life easy in the

car, we will see in future Bentleys.”

Range extenders, hybrid (but not

flywheel technology), second

generation bio-fuels are all on his

technology road map for both brands,

plus diesels for Bentley, but he

doesn’t see a future for electric

vehicles within either product portfolio.

“For luxury performance cars, I don’t

see batteries as a solution, as long as

they’re so big and heavy, because you

will lose too much room for luggage or

passengers. Big achievements have

been made when you think about

lithium-ion batteries, but are still not

where we want to have them.”

He looks at his watch, adjusts his

tie – which doesn’t need adjusting –

indicating very politely the interview is

over and Jean-Claude Passat awaits.
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“In Bentley

specifically, I think

I have a good chance

to reduce weight,

using racing

technology approach:

that every component

needs to have at

least two tasks in 

the car”
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very good plan, every good

idea, has an ultimate goal of

success. But sometimes it’s

hard to imagine just how sweeping

and how wide ranging that success

can be. Twenty years ago, the leaders

of SAE International embarked on a

plan to help enhance and increase the

science, technology, engineering and

maths (STEM) skills of elementary

students. The programme, called ‘A

World In Motion’ (AWIM), comprised

three ‘modules’ in its curriculum —

Skimmer Regatta, Option Derby and

Can Crusher.

The curriculum includes six

‘challenges’ and reaches students

from kindergarten through senior high

school. The statistics are impressive.

In the past decade, more than four

million students have participated in

the AWIM programme in all 50 US

states, and 10 of the 13 Canadian

provinces and territories; more than

65,000 challenge kits have been

provided to teachers and volunteers in

nearly 22,000 classrooms; more than

20,000 engineers, scientists, and

technology professionals have

provided an estimated 250,000

volunteer hours since the

programme’s inception; and, in 2008,

AWIM won the prestigious National

Science Foundation Public Service

Award. In addition, the SAE

Foundation has provided more than

$27 million (€18.6 million) in support to

the AWIM programme since it began.

Ask Matt Miller, who manages the

SAE Foundation and pre-professional

programmes for SAE International,

what the most satisfying part of

creating and working with AWIM

curriculum is for him and his staff, and

he won’t hesitate — it’s the people

involved, especially the students. 

“The AWIM programme is really

about bringing learning to life,” Miller

says. “And that’s never more evident

than in the classroom. When you see

the students become excited about

learning, you realise the real value of

the AWIM curriculum.

“When the STEM principles are in

place, then students are better able to

grasp all of the concepts of education.

It helps to provide the confidence to

do well and succeed.” To bolster this,

the SAE Foundation recently

completed a five-year longitudinal

study that shows that exposure to the

AWIM programme is enough to jump-

start student interest and sustain their

attention in the STEM concepts, even

five years later. 

The STEM concepts also help to

prepare the next generation of

engineers that will help lead mobility

and transportation into the future. That

process continues over and over

again, and is fuelled by the students

of yesterday, who are now engineering

professionals, donating their time and

talents to the classrooms. In fact,

volunteers and teachers are the

lifeblood of the AWIM programme.

Without their commitment and tireless

efforts, the AWIM programme

wouldn’t have nearly the impact that it

has today. “The process begins with

the teachers who make the choice to

integrate AWIM into their curriculum,”

Miller says. “And it’s the industry

volunteers who help to take that vision

to fruition by donating their time to

talk with the students about the

various engineering concepts.” 

The final component to the

process is the corporate support that

enables SAE International and the

SAE Foundation to provide the AWIM

kits to schools: free of charge or at very

low cost. Such support enables SAE

International to continue the mission

of AWIM and build on the successes

of the past two decades. 

For more information, visit:

www.awim.org. 

For a detailed video,visit:

www.awim.org/videos/anniversary.htm

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“The AWIM

programme is

really about

bringing learning

to life”

AWIM celebrates
20 years — still
only a beginning

E

focus@sae.org

July/August 2011
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PIXEL-ATED!
In an Automotive Design exclusive, Ian Adcock talks to the TATA and

Torotrak engineering teams behind the remarkable TATA Pixel concept car

Concept cars are,

more often than

not, engineering

and design flights

of fancy,

embracing

themes and technologies that seem to

have been dreamt up on the back lots

of a Hollywood studio embarking on a

sci-fi film. In other words, automotive

fantasies that draw the crowds at

international motor shows, but have

little or no bearing on the needs of

contemporary products or, indeed,

future personal transportation.

Not so with TATA’s Pixel, seen at

the Geneva Salon last March, as Nick

Fell, director and head of TATA

Motor’s European technical centre,

tells me: “There’s an eagerness to

show the growing technical capability

of TATA, driven by managing director

and group CEO Carl-Peter Foster;

particularly to look at offering

something quite distinctive, in a low-

cost, low-carbon vehicle, to

demonstrate that we can be about a

lot more than just costs. Good value,

of course, but technically innovative.”

It’s the three-metre long Pixel’s

unique ability to turn in a 2.6-metre

radius that really intrigues and is now

under intense development at TATA’s

Warwickshire, UK, engineering

headquarters.

Fell’s team is building two

engineering demonstrators as proof-

of-concept models. The original

scissor doors have been replaced with

conventional hinged ones, while the

front suspension and rear Torotrak

transmission are being developed.

The key areas that aren’t yet in place,

says principal engineer Gary Vaughan,

are the load paths, crash, and noise,

vibration and harshness.

Currently, the car is based on a

stand-alone platform, says Fell,

adding: “We’re working on a platform

strategy, so we need to work out what

portions of the TATA Pixel concept are

portable into that core platform. But it

will have to achieve EuroNCAP 5*

rating.”

The collaboration between TATA

and Torotrak started in October 2010.

“The nub of it was a combination of

the Torotrak counter-rotating rear

wheels, allowing the vehicle to turn

around its rear axle, in combination

with us developing a passenger car

version of steering that had been seen

on lawn tractors/mowers previously.

The particular area of innovation from

our side was achieving extreme lock

angles in a car with suspension

mounted in a chassis system,”

explains Fell.

For some years, Torotrak had a

joint venture with MTD, developing

Torotrak
technology
(right) delivers
counter-rotating
rear wheels for
the TATA Pixel’s
zero turn front
geometry
(opposite)
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Cover feature

transmissions

for the outdoor

power equipment

sector. The first product

was targeted to tackle the zero turn

market, where the conventional

solution is to use a pair of hydrostatic

drives, one to each rear wheel, with

independent speed control to

achieve zero turn. But as chief

executive Dick Elsy explains: “The

front wheels are little more than those

on a shopping trolley.” 

Torotrak and MTD developed a

second concept that fully steered,

using a pair of linked traction drive

transmissions to the rear wheels for

zero turn, but with conventional

steering, is what inspired TATA, its

challenge being to achieve that with

a suspension system.

Although the two teams have

worked as one on this project (TATA

is already a Torotrak licensee), there

are two areas of technological

development: TATA has led the way

on the front suspension and steering

systems, while Torotrak has

concentrated on the rear

transmission technology. And, jointly,

the two have developed the complex

control strategies that integrate the

front steering and rear drive to deliver

zero-turn capability.

Front suspension and steering

“The difference between this and the

lawn mower is that this has

automotive caster, camber and

suspension; it will achieve steering

geometry at speed and manage anti-

dive. Additionally, this is a mechanical

drive, controlled by software

algorithms,” explains TATA’s Martin G.

Jones, group chief engineer – pre-

development and test. These early

prototypes have been constrained by

using off-the-shelf

components, such as the

steering rack.

Production models

would use tailor-

made, electric

power-assisted

steering (EPAS),

but, as Nick Fell

rightly points out,

that’s an enabler,

“not the invention”. 

Although it employs a

conventional McPherson strut, it uses

a secondary steer axis concept,

similar to that of the Ford Focus RS

‘RevoKnuckle’ where the lower

rotation is within the aluminium

knuckle – machined from solid here,

but cast in production versions – that

also locates the wheel hub. This, with

a slightly strange U-shaped lower

arm, allows the wheel to tuck back

into itself, under extreme steering

angles, explains principal engineer

Simon Rook.

However, that is not the only

innovation: a centre take-off steering

rack, mounted farther back and lower

in the chassis than normal, allows for

longer track rods connected to the

gear sets on the aluminium knuckle.

These gears magnify the steering

input by 1.7 to achieve sweep angles

in excess of 180° for zero turning. The

ratio between the gears, says Jones,

is “critical”, adding: “It’s the

combination of the ratio between the

two sets of gears and the rack that

gives the turning circle.” In the

prototypes, the gears are exposed,

but, in reality, they would be housed in

a casing to prevent road dirt ingress. 

“The side effect of the gearing

system is amplified bump steer, which

can be reduced to acceptable levels

by reducing the gear ratio,

repositioning the steering rack

vertically and longitudinally,

maximising the tie rod length and

tuning the vertical height of the tie rod

ends. However, given the tight

packaging constraints and the

vehicle’s overall size, this has been far

from easy,” says vehicle dynamics

lead engineer, Dr. Nikos Mantikas.

“Because it’s an off-the-shelf rack,

we need to establish if its 2.9 turns

lock-lock is too fast,” says Rook,

“since we have multiplication through

the range. In which case, do we look

at variable rack, variable ratios on the

cam gear or a combination of both?

That still needs to be investigated;

although you can model it

dynamically, it’s as much about the

human touch and feel as it is about

pure maths.”

A significant challenge for the team

was including near true Ackermann

steering at full lock, as this is crucial

for zero-turn, since, if you don’t

achieve it at zero steer point, the

amount of drag created through the

tyres means they would not follow the

designed path. This could be

overcome by applying more torque,

but that would result in a non-linear

progression in and out of out zero turn,

“and we’re very keen to avoid that”,

says Rook. “We want it to feel natural.”

Torotrak traction epicyclic

The only way to deliver a zero turning

car is to have counter-rotating wheels

at the back, which cannot be

achieved using an open differential. As

the steering lock gets more acute,

even with Ackermann steering, the

inner wheel is no longer driven and

there is still a degree of scrub. Once

the steering lock exceeds 90°, the

inner rear wheel needs to be rotated

backwards, while the outer drives

forward. This can be achieved, says

Torotrak’s product director
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automotive, Rob Oliver, by using a

pair of Torotrak’s two roller variators,

one for each wheel, mated to its novel

traction epicyclic in the centre.

Essentially, drive is passed

through the input disc and the rollers

to the output disc, as it would be in

any conventional Torotrak variator. The

back of the output disk is in contact

with the spheres, which run in a

traction track on the back of the two

output discs, while a third central disc

is also driven by the input shaft

directly from the engine. “If you

imagine that, in terms of a

conventional Torotrak epicyclic that

would be the sun of the epicyclic, the

variator output disc is the annulus of

the epicyclic and the spheres would

be the planet gears,” explains Oliver.

“The spheres drive the carrier plate,

which has a gear profile element

around its outer side, in the same way

as the planet gears would drive the

carrier plate of a conventional

epicyclic. In production, the gears

would, of course, be helical.”

This results in torque vectoring

between the two rear wheels at all

speeds, which will aid stability and

and also allows the conventional

differential to be deleted. But, by

linking the transmission controller to

the steering wheel inputs, the speeds

and torque of the counter-rotating rear

wheels can be instantly and precisely

matched to the angle of the front

wheels when the driver applies

extreme lock, as the car spins about

the centre of its rear axle.

Unlike some small cars that have a

‘City’ steering setting, the team is

working on a transparent system that

will automatically enable or disable

the zero turn capability at a yet to be

determined speed.

Dick Elsy predicts this new

combination of Torotrak technology

has potentially opened up new

markets for the business, “The work

we’ve done to develop this really

opens the potential for Torotrak

technology in the small car market.

Without the differential, and with some

of the low-cost control mechanisms

we’re developing at Torotrak that

actuate the rollers, there is a paradigm

shift in cost terms, which is why we’re

quite excited about it.”

The next step in the programme is

to put a vehicle through basic testing,

but none of the engineers involved

sees any potential barrier – or at least

none that can’t be overcome. Fell

admits zero turn will have a price

premium, but the big question that will

determine if it eventually goes into

production is whether its value to the

customer exceeds that additional cost.

July/August 2011

Tight parking spaces will hold no fear for the driver of a TATA Pixel.
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S
tereolithography, in which

laser light is used to cure

photosensitive liquid resin

into a solid of precise and

often complex geometry, is

a well established rapid prototyping

technique, widely used in today’s

automotive industry. Imagine this

technology extended to include other

plastics and metals, the latter

processed in powder or wire form,

and making the leap from rapid

prototyping into rapid manufacturing.

That will give you some idea of the

considerable potential for what used

to be known as additive layer

manufacturing, though the preferred

terminology now is just additive

manufacturing (AM).

As its name suggests, AM –

colloquially known as ‘3D printing’ –

embraces any manufacturing method

whereby material is accumulated to

form a component, in contrast to

conventional, subtractive

manufacturing methods where

material is cut away from billets or

castings to create the required form. 

It encompasses stereolithography,

although methods such as laser

sintering are more relevant to

component manufacture,

since it is able to create

metal components, as well as

plastic ones. Just as

stereolithography builds the final

form layer by layer, so laser sintering

builds a component by applying

successive layers of powder or wire,

which the scanning laser beam melts

locally to form solid, as required.

Massive weight savings

AM has three principal benefits. First,

it can substantially reduce tooling

costs. Once the necessary equipment

is purchased, it can be tasked with

making a variety of components that

normally will demand few, if any,

subsequent machining processes to

generate the finished part.

Secondly, it

facilitates geometrical

complexity unrealisable

using conventional

manufacturing methods

– that being quite an

advantage, as it allows

material to be optimally

placed and can result in

weight savings of 50%.

Thirdly, it minimises

material waste, in some

cases by a factor of ten

or more. Instead of

costly material ending

up as swarf, most of it

is put to productive use.

“In the aerospace

industry, they use the

phrase ‘buy to fly ratio’ to describe

how much of the material you buy

actually makes it into the aircraft,”

says Dan Johns, formerly leader of the

EADS Technology strategy for AM and

the Centre for Additive Layer

Manufacturing project, and now

programme architect for the

Bloodhound SSC supersonic LSR car.

“‘Buy to drive’ ratio is the same

concept applied to the car.

“We need to get into the auto

industry consciousness the huge

amount of embodied waste in

conventional machining. With AM, you

buy in the order of ten times less

material for the same component. And

you can optimise material usage,

because you only put material

discretely where you need it, allowing

‘Buy to drive’ 
Additive manufacturing – better known as

‘3D printing’ – offers vast potential to

eliminate the massive waste embodied in

conventional machining, says Keith Howard

Co

“In the aerospace

industry, they use

the phrase ‘buy to

fly ratio’ to

describe how much

of the material you

buy actually makes

it into the

aircraft” 

Dan Johns

This nylon plenum chamber 
was made using selective laser
sintering by 3T RPD Ltd for the
University of Hertfordshire
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Manufacturing

perhaps 200kg to be taken out of the

weight of an average car. It’s not just

clean power plants: AM will also be a

big part of producing cars that fit a

low-carbon economy.”

Winning formula

AM is already in use in Formula 1 and

the technology is sufficiently

developed for use in low-volume

manufacturing of high-value road

cars. Bentley, which is a participant in

the three-year, UK government

funded ATKINS project (http://atkins-

project.com) to create

production-ready processes using

rapid manufacturing techniques, may

already be using AM for certain

components – although it declines to

say either way. At the lower end of the

car market, Ford in particular has

taken an interest in AM from an early

stage, but further development is

required before the technology can

meet the stringent demands of high-

volume car production.

“We split the issue into three

categories: design, materials and

processes, and implementation,”

says Dr Chris Tuck, senior lecturer in

the additive manufacturing research

group at Loughborough University,

which has been active in this field for

many years and currently leads the

ATKINS consortium.

“Starting with design, the issue is

having a knowledgeable design

community that understands what it

can achieve with AM and has the

tools to get the best out of it. There

is a limit to what conventional CAD

can achieve and so we do a lot of

work in the area of improved

software tools. On the materials and

processes side, material properties

have to be as good as those of

conventional wrought materials.

They aren’t far away for metals, but

the devil is in the detail – for

example, manipulating

microstructures to achieve the

correct ductilities and strengths.

There has to be a wider range of

materials available for AM as well.

“Then, in regards to implementation,

there’s the matter of speed – the

fundamental issue for AM. We’ve seen

perhaps a quadrupling of speeds over

the past 10 years and there needs to

be at least that improvement again.

AM shouldn’t be seen as competing

with machining or casting: the part

should be designed to realise the

performance and sustainability

advantages of AM. Then it becomes a

no-brainer to use that production

route. But it would help all round, if

AM were faster and therefore

cheaper.”

New-found freedoms

The sizeable potential of AM is already

apparent to tier 1 supplier Delphi,

another participant in the ATKINS

project. “Additive manufacturing

allows us a freedom of design form

not previously possible with traditional

manufacturing techniques,” points out

Paul Smith, principal design engineer,

Delphi Diesel Systems at its technical

centre in Gillingham, Kent, UK. 

“It removes the restrictions of

mechanical tooling, for instance,

where we design to ensure parts

such as castings can be removed

from a mould. 

“These new-found design

freedoms allow us to amalgamate

assemblies of components into one

part in some instances, saving weight

and installation space. The lessons we

are learning from the ATKINS project

are even giving us ideas on how we

can design more effectively for

traditional production processes. 

“With the potential to reduce

component weight through design,

AM will also contribute to the

reduction of a vehicle’s carbon

footprint throughout its lifecycle.” 

Existing compound – FE
analysed

Component manufactured in
desired material

Optimised design generated
from FE and loads data

FEA verification of
optimised design

Courtesy of ecolateral ALM Ltd

Weight optimisation using advanced stress design and AM manufacturing processes

Topological
design

optimisation
process

Design for
conventional
machining

Weight
optimised

design for ALM
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G
enetic engineering does

not have a traditional

crossover with the

automotive industry.

While it is common in

the food, health and pharmaceutical

sectors, there has been little use for

the technology within manufacturing

– until now.

This is because scientists are

looking for alternative sources of an

important automotive industry

material: rubber. The average tyre

contains around 40% rubber (along

with various plasticisers, fillers and

other chemicals) and tyres are the

largest single consumer of rubber

worldwide. Little wonder that the

industry has an interest in these

developments.

Worldwide demand currently

exceeds supply. To make things

worse, a serious fungal infection

called South American Leaf Blight

(SALB) is threatening rubber trees

worldwide.

There are two major collaborative

projects looking into alternative

rubber sources: in Europe, there is

EU-PEARLS (Production and

Exploitation of Alternative Rubber

and Latex Sources); and in North

America, there is PENRA

(Programme of Excellence in Natural

Rubber Alternatives).

Researchers at the University of

Münster and the Fraunhofer Institute

for Molecular Biology and Applied

Ecology (IME) have found that the

latex in dandelions is equal in quality

to rubber tree latex – making the

plant a potential source of rubber.

Dirk Prüfer, of the Institute of

Plant Biology and Biotechnology at

the university, says: “The first results

show that Russian dandelions

produce a high quality natural

rubber. Its physical and chemical

properties match up well with those

of the Brazilian rubber tree.”

Crucial enzyme

His team identified an enzyme that

controls polymerisation of the plant’s

latex. By ‘switching off’ the enzyme,

the latex can flow freely and be

siphoned off for industrial use. But

things are not as simple as picking

dandelions and turning them into

rubber: growers would need to ‘farm’

them on a large scale, in order for

industry to use them as a source of

natural rubber. “If the plants were

cultivated on a large scale, every

hectare would produce 500-1,000kg

of latex per growing season,” says

Prüfer.

Continental is just one

automotive supplier that has big

ideas for the dandelion. It is part

of a consortium of research

institutes and industry partners

that intends to transform the

idea into commercial

products. Boris Mergell, who

leads Continental’s efforts

to identify new tyre

materials, says that this

new source of material

could help to smooth out

imbalance in supply and

demand.

“With dandelions as a

source of natural rubber,

we could respond at short

notice to supply shifts,”

he says. “The plant needs

only one year from seeding

to harvest – while a rubber

plantation requires five to

seven years.”

Genetic revolution
Genetic engineering could help tyre manufacturers find more

sustainable sources of rubber that do not rely on petrochemicals.

Lou Reade reports

Will weeds soon go into the making of high-tech tyres?

That may well be the case in the future.
Dandelions will supply rubber for high-tech tyres!

Fibre 30%

Tensile members 15%

Plasticisers 6%

Other 1%

Chemical antioxidants 1%

Vulcanisation ingredients 6%

Rubber 41%
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And it’s not just natural rubber

that could benefit from genetic

engineering. Tyres giant Goodyear

has signed a supply deal with

Genencor that will give it a

sustainable source of isoprene: the

monomer from which synthetic

rubber is made. It is traditionally

sourced from crude oil, but

Genencor has devised a way of

producing it from starch.

“We see ourselves as an

alternative source of isoprene,” says

Rich LaDuca, senior director of

business development at Genencor.

The company calls this ‘BioIsoprene’

and makes it by ‘fermenting’ natural

substances, using special enzymes.

Just as brewer’s yeast turns sugar

into alcohol, so Genencor’s

genetically altered enzymes can

steer the chemical reaction towards

producing isoprene.

Goodyear’s ‘BioIsoprene’ tyre

uses this bio-sourced isoprene. Part

of the company’s reasoning was to

circumvent the fluctuating price and

availability of petroleum-derived

isoprene. For now, the tyre is little

more than a prototype. But

Genencor is building up isoprene

capacity. It currently runs a pilot

plant in Ohio, USA, and has plans to

begin a commercial plant in 2013.

“A 100m lbs/year [45,000

tonnes/year] plant would not be

unreasonable,” says LaDuca, who

estimates the annual global market

for high-purity isoprene at 2bn lbs

(900,000 tonnes).

Simplified purification

Genencor is likely to produce several

‘generations’ of BioIsoprene, with

each improving on the preceding

one. The first generation will be

made from “a starch-based

feedstock”, while second generation

products are likely to use a biomass-

based feedstock, says LaDuca. In

Genencor’s process, the isoprene is

produced as a gas, which simplifies

the purification process.

At the same time, Lanxess of

Germany has opened a research and

development centre in Canada,

dedicated to butyl rubber. The

material is used in many

applications, including tyres and

medical devices. “One of the most

promising areas of research is rubber

made from biomass, instead of

petroleum-based raw materials,”

says Lanxess chairman Axel

Heitmann. “We have produced the

first quantities of bio-butyl.”

Researchers at the Lanxess R&D

centre are developing a dehydration

process to convert isobutanol into

isobutene – a key ingredient in the

production of butyl rubber.

US-based Gevo – in which

Lanxess owns a stake – is

developing a process to produce

isobutanol from the fermentable

sugars in biomass. It has begun

retrofitting a plant in Minnesota,

USA, to make bio-based isobutanol,

with plans to begin commercial

production in the first half of 2012.

New materials are usually

developed because they will deliver

new properties and benefits. The

manufacture of ‘bio-based rubber’ is

doing the opposite: in each case, the

aim is to create an exact replica of

an existing material, but using

sustainable resources in place of

petroleum. With the ever-increasing

need to reduce carbon footprints,

and the looming danger of a

worldwide rubber shortage, it seems

the genetic revolution could make its

mark on the car industry. 
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L
eather, once the trim

material of choice for

prestige brands, is now

available in virtually every

shape and size of car that

can be bought – from the lowliest to

the most expensive. 

To get some idea of how that

demand has grown, Audi – the

world’s biggest user of automotive

leather – gets through 24,000 hides a

week. That’s double Bridge of Weir’s

weekly production, according to sales

manager Dale Wallace.

As this growth accelerates, it

brings with it the challenge of what

happens to the tanning industries by-

products. Tanning is itself a

by-product of the beef industry and,

while many of its rivals ship hides in

from as far away as Argentina and

Brazil, BofW is very aware of its green

credentials and carbon footprint.

As a result, its hides, on average,

travel just 96Kms from the abattoirs

to the tannery in Bridge of Weir,

Renfrewshire, Scotland.

Minimising the footprint

Half of those hides come from

Scotland, so they’re fresh, rather

than salted, which helps minimise

the supply chain’s carbon footprint.

It also means that BofW can

carefully monitor the animal’s welfare

throughout its life.

Wet blue hides are tanned using

chromium, described by Wallace “as

a very good preservative”, while wet

white hides employ organic tanning,

principally bark from the mimosa tree. 

The first to switch to chrome-free

was VAG, followed by Honda, Volvo

and Lincoln, says Wallace, adding:

“At the end of the day, it’s easier to

reprocess chrome-free leather at the

end-of-vehicle life. But, in the leather

production stage, it’s less

environmentally friendly than chrome

leather, because it’s not such a good

tanning material and more of it ends

up in the effluent system.”

One downside of the tanning

industry is the waste created: raw

hides weigh on average 35Kgs of hair,

flesh and fat. By the time they have

been treated, they weigh a tenth of

that, namely 3.5Kgs. The rest is waste

and goes to landfill. 

Landfill ban

That amounts to about 100 tons a

day, explains Scottish Leather Group

chairman Jonathan Muirhead: “One

thing that focused our mind on that

about eight years ago was an EU

target, saying landfill would be

banned from 2012, although that has

now been put back to 2020”.

The potential financial penalties,

coupled with their customers’

growing desire to portray themselves

as green OEMs, determined

Muirhead’s team to develop a

solution that would avoid landfill,

improve BofW’s carbon footprint 

and generate energy to reduce

manufacturing costs.

BofW committed £6 million

(€6.8million) to developing its own

thermal energy plant, which was

commissioned in January, 2010.

BofW’s Dr Warren Bowden, working

in conjunction with the University of

West Scotland, developed the leather

industry’s first recycling plant that will

see the Bridge of Weir factory be both

energy and water independent within

three to five years.

The effluent cake is dried and then

processed in a gasifier that powers a

waste heat boiler, generating steam

to drive turbines producing electricity.

The waste ash is used in the brick

industry as a terracotta colourant.

While this is fairly conventional

technology, what the newly formed

Bridging the gap
The trend in green manufacturing is rapidly spreading across the motor industry.

Ian Adcock visits Bridge of Weir leather to witness at first hand its green

revolution
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subsidiary SGL Technology Ltd is

particularly proud of is its process to

convert tallow oil into 100% bio-fuel.

“We can really claim this is genuine

bio-fuel,” says Muirhead, “as it

doesn’t impact on the human food

chain.” Currently, the process delivers

400 litres of oil an hour and, while it is

being used to power the tanning

factory, BofW hasn’t totally

discounted the concept of using it 

to fuel vehicles, as it meets all the

necessary EU standards.

Huge cost savings

Muirhead expects BofW to be 100%

self-sufficient in electric generation in

two years and in water recycling in

three to five years. The cost savings

are impressive: a million pounds

(€1.13m) a year at current energy

prices and two million litres of water

daily that won’t be sent for waste

treatment. With those sorts of figures,

it’s easy to understand why Muirhead

is so optimistic about the relatively

short payback period for the next 

£6 million investment phase.

This new process is also opening

up a new business front for BofW’s

ultimate owners, the Scottish Leather

Group, as Muirhead explains: “We

want to maintain a few years’ lead

over our rivals, but it does give us the

opportunity to license the technology

and processes to other manufacturers

and producers facing similar landfill

and recycling challenges we faced.

“It also illustrates that leather is far

more sustainable than vinyls or wool

when it comes to interior trim. When

customer OEMs are measuring the

lifetime cycle of their products and

are intent on reducing their carbon

footprint, then we can deliver a

significant saving for them.

“As it stands at the moment, 

we’ll cut ours by half – to 4,205

tonnes/CO2 – just with the

introduction of the thermal energy

plant,” he concludes.

Bridge of Weir’s recycling plant will
deliver financial savings and self-
sufficency in water and energy
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Ryan Borroff investigates

the controversial issue 

of installing event data

recorders in vehicles

D
espite advances in

automotive safety

systems, motoring

remains a dangerous

activity. According to the

World Health Organisation (WHO),

somebody dies in a motor vehicle

crash every minute. 

Setting aside the human cost of

such tragedy, at least 90% of these

accidents are caused by human,

rather than mechanical, error. As

we’ve seen with the Toyota recalls of

2009 and 2010 – which were alleged

to be caused by unintended vehicle

acceleration, but which USA’s

National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) later found

were most often caused by human

error – so-called ‘black box’ event

data recorders (EDRs) look set to play

an increasingly important role in

establishing the causes (and

culpability) of crash events. 

In the US, OEMs – including Ford

and GM – began installing EDRs in

motor vehicles in 1996. Yet other

manufacturers, including Audi and

Mercedes-Benz, still don’t install them

at all. And while the installation of

such technology is not yet mandatory,

the consensus is that it will become

so and that Europe will follow suit. In

July, the European Commission set

out plans to reduce road fatalities by

half by 2020 in its European Safety

Policy Orientation 2011-2020

proposal, by clearly stating its

commitment to look at the “value of

developing and installing event data

recorders (‘black boxes’)...to improve

technical investigations and analysis

of accidents”.

“The US Government worked out

how valuable this technology was

after the Toyota recall situation,”

explains Thomas M. Kowalick, chair of

the EDR global standards committee

at the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE). “There is

a tremendous movement here and

CRASH COURSE  
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federal legislation to mandate EDR on

all vehicles is pending.” And what a

can of worms it is.

The harvesting of such information

offers a number of benefits to an

OEM. An EDR records information

that can help determine what a

vehicle was doing during a time

period just before a crash, to a time

period just after a crash, for later

collection and analysis. An EDR can

record data, embracing pre-crash

vehicle dynamics and system status,

including vehicle speed at time of

impact, steering angle, brake

application (or non-application) and

seatbelt usage, plus post-crash data.

“The very earliest EDRs just

obtained information about the crash

pulse itself,” explains Prof Pete

Thomas, Professor of Road and

Vehicle Safety, The Transport Safety

Research Centre (TSRC),

Loughborough Design School,

Loughborough University. “...in other

words, the 100 milliseconds of the

actual crash itself when the vehicles

are actually in contact and when

injuries are being sustained. 

“This information is very valuable

to engineers who are designing car

structures and also car restraint

systems to help them make sure that

the systems they are developing are

going to give maximum benefit in 

real-world crashes.”

Such data represents a veritable

goldmine of information for

automotive engineers as to how a

vehicle’s components and systems

behave in a real-world crash event.

Imagine the amount of research data

that could be garnered from just one

year of crash events and what such

data could contribute to the science

of motor vehicle safety.

“There will be 5.5 million car

crashes this year and every one of

them will be different,” says Kowalick.

“The only time you get two crashes

the same is in a crash lab; and that’s

not real-world data. If you could take

just one day’s worth of crashes in

America – which is 20,000 tow-aways

– that would be more data than you

collect in one year in a crash lab.”

Such information could also help
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PREVENTION IN

“There will be 5.5 million car crashes this year and every one of

them will be different,” says Kowalick. “The only time you get two

crashes the same is in a crash lab; and that’s not real-world data.
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detect vehicle defects, and contribute

directly to future vehicle design and

development, in terms of vehicle

shape and system performance. As

Thomas explains: “What we’ve found

was, where we were able to make

comparisons, real-world crashes are

sometimes quite different from the

laboratory or legislation. The crash

pulses can be different and therefore

the injury risks can be different. At the

end of the day, engineers want to

design systems that provide the best

safety in real-world conditions.”

If only it were that simple. The

issue of who ‘owns’ the data and who

can access it is proving controversial.

Kowalick is striving to ensure that the

end user’s interests are represented.

Specifically, he is campaigning to

ensure that vehicle owners are made

‘aware’ of an EDR’s existence in their

vehicle and is pushing for legislation

that ensures vehicle owners get to

‘own’ their EDR data. “When a vehicle

crashes, we want to make sure that

the first person who gets access to

the data is the owner,” says Kowalick.

And privacy is not just the concern

of groups like the IEEE. According to

Thomas, manufacturers are rightly

concerned about driver privacy as

well. “They are very reluctant to install

a system by themselves that could

mean car owners may choose to buy

a different car. We need to find a way

through that, too.”

At the moment, there are few

vehicles on the road with the

capability to store such information

and no systems on the car that

routinely look at crash pulse

information or at stored data. Thomas

would like to see cross-industry action

and action at EC level “to encourage

all car manufacturers to start fitting

EDR systems at the same time.

“With new active safety systems –

such as stability control, lane keeping

and automatic braking systems –

there is no instrumentation on the car

that can retain such pre-crash

information to help engineers acquire

real-world data. Ultimately, we are

looking for a lot more information

about normal driving behaviour and

the events leading up to a crash.”

One thing is for sure: if (or when)

EDRs make it into all new cars, it will

be by design – not by accident.

July/August 2011

n = 3,867 n = 30,797 n = 4,773

Parked vehicle

Collision with...

Vehicle moving ahead or waiting

Vehicle moving laterally in same direction

Oncoming vehicle

Vehicle which turns into or crosses a road

Pedestrian

Fixed object or vehicle leaving carriageway

Accident of another kind
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“When a vehicle crashes,

we want to make sure

that the first person

who gets access to the

data is the owner,” 

says Kowalick

In-car electronics
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Automatically better?
With its nine speeds, a ratio span of almost 10 to 1 and promise of up to 16% fuel

savings, ZF’s new front-drive automatic is set to shake up the transmissions market,

as Tony Lewin discovers

I
n 2010, the world’s

automakers built around 70

million cars and light trucks; of

this total, roughly 50 million, or

more than 70%, were front-

wheel drive. By 2016, with the

worldwide total nudging 95 million,

the front-drive quota is forecast to

be 70 million – almost three-quarters

of the overall production count. At

the same time, a parallel trend is

seeing a strengthening shift away

from manual transmissions towards

automatics: now 48% of the global

market, automatics are set to

become the majority choice by 2016. 

Further trends are an intense

focus on efficiency and CO2

reduction, and the growing

popularity of premium models in the

medium and small segments. Both

these will further boost the numbers

of front-drive cars – especially those

with automatic transmission.

For Germany’s premium

transmission supplier ZF, it was thus

a no-brainer that for its next big

expansionary push it should move

into automatic transmissions for

transverse-engined, front-wheel

drive cars. Until now, ZF has stayed

away from the big-league, front-drive

business, but the growing

importance of compact premium

models provides the company with

the ideal opportunity to launch into a

much broader market with an

advanced product, demonstrating its

world-class technology.

Yet, by all accounts, even the

automakers were surprised when ZF

announced that its new transmission

would leap ahead, with no fewer

than nine forward speeds – more

than ZF’s own 8HP or any current

rear-drive automatic, even in the top

luxury bracket. Today, six speeds is

the maximum available on any

production front-transverse

automatic, though Shengrui in China

is working on an eight-speed, with a

nine-speed said to be in the pipeline.

Ratio span

Why nine speeds? In the view of Dr

Michael Ebenhoch, director of

development at ZF and architect of

the new 9HP48, the extra ratios

make sense for almost all sizes of

front-drive vehicles: “In our

simulations, we see fuel efficiency

advantages of more than 10% for

the nine-speed, compared with a

six-speed,” he told Automotive

Design in an interview, adding that

the savings could be more than

16%, in some instances. With

automakers struggling to save every

gramme of CO2 and having used up

all the easy gains, such as direct

injection and stop-start, an off-the-

shelf product such as ZF’s 9HP is a

highly attractive means of reducing

corporate average CO2 emissions

and avoiding hefty fines for non-

compliance with the EU’s CO2

thresholds. 

It promises to be more cost

effective than engine-based

improvements, too. Though

Ebenhoch declines to give

commercial details, he does

characterise the volume transverse

front-drive market as highly price

sensitive: “It would be hard for the

[new] transmission to be more

ZF’s ground-breaking, nine-speed
automatic offers fuel savings of up 
to 16%
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expensive than a six speed,” he

remarks tellingly.

True to form, ZF is launching into

the market with a high specification

product: with its 480 Nm torque

capacity, the initial version, labelled

the 9HP48, will be suited to all but

the most extreme front- and AWD-

models, including highly boosted

turbodiesels. Recognising the way

the sector is going, the transmission

is also configured to accept hybrid

and AWD modules, and is stop-start

compatible – though Ebenhoch is

reluctant to provide details of its

“very clever” solution, for fear of

competitors picking up on the

technology.

More fundamentally, it was the

packaging of the transmission for the

restricted space of a compact front

drive car that was the toughest task.

“To fit nine speeds into the same

axial length as others’ use for six

speeds was a big challenge,” says

Ebenhoch. 

Key role to play

“We employed two major

innovations. Of the four planetary

gearsets, two are nested, so don’t

take up any more length, and the use

of dog clutches on two of the ratios

saves space, too.”

The dog clutches also play a key

role in the HP9’s central mission of

improving efficiency, explains

Ebenhoch. “An open dog clutch

presents next to no drag losses: we

have only got four shifting elements

with drag losses – two clutches and

two brakes – and, of these, only two

are open.”

This compares with the larger

8HP transmission for rear-wheel

drive, the current standard setter in

the segment, where the eight speeds

are controlled by five shifting

elements, of which two are open.

Yet, when asked which of these

features provides the biggest single

boost to efficiency, Ebenhoch 

says that it “depends on how the

automaker prefers to use our

transmission – whether he wants to

use it for acceleration performance

or with a longer final drive ratio for

economy. There’s a lot of potential

for working with the engine guys to

optimise the whole driveline. In fact,

I’m pretty confident we will see more

than a 16% [improvement], in some

cases”.

In common with the rear-drive

8HP, the new transmission’s ratios

are shifted hydraulically, with the

pump pressure kept as low as

possible and barely rising, despite

the extra shifts that occur as the

vehicle accelerates towards cruising

speed. Ninth can be engaged at just

70 km/h, states Ebenhoch, and the

dramatically wider ratio span of

almost 10 to 1 enabled by the extra

ratios is one of the keys to the new

unit’s leap in efficiency.

Creating a reaction

ZF’s first significant move into the

FWD transverse transmission

business is an unexpectedly big step

forward and, says Chris Guile, senior

powertrain analyst at IHS Automotive

in London, many OEMs will now 

be looking to develop or source

planetary automatics with more than

six speeds. 

“The ZF 9HP is forcing OEMs 

to evaluate their future product

portfolios to make sure they remain

competitive in the marketplace,” he

concludes. “However, there is plenty

of room for both DCTs and

automatics to co-exist. CVTs have

always been under threat from the

other technologies and this situation

has not changed.”

How the global transmissions market

split will change

Transmission type 2008 2016

% %

Manual 52 50

Automatic (planetary) 38 32

CVT 7 6

Dual clutch transmission 1 4

AMT 1 2

Full hybrid 1 3

Mild hybrid - 1

Electric - 2

Source: ZF
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N
ot that many years ago,

cars used to be treated

as an amalgamation of

various sub assemblies,

with each assembly only

meeting its peers on the shop floor.

Now, with the advancement of

modern design software and the

‘system’ or ‘platform’ approach being

adopted by most OEMs, this coming

together is happening at the beginning

of the design process... in the virtual

world. What is more, the software

used to generate this capability can

also manage the entire process, from

the first pencil sketch right the way

through to elements of the end-of-life

disposal of the vehicle.

This cradle-to-grave capability

used to be the domain of the

mechanical CAD (MCAD) vendors, as

they developed PLM suites that have

taken over from CAD as the primary

driving force in the control of the

vehicle design and lifecycle. However,

with electrical and electronic systems

playing such a huge role, not only in

the functionality of the vehicle, but

also in the creation of tailor-made

USPs, Mentor has developed a new

suite which can manage the electrical

elements of the design... and not just

at the design stage.

“Our new Capital suite is designed

to cover platform definition right the

way through to the service

technician,” Mentor Graphics’ product

marketing director Nigel Hughes

explains. “The idea is to enable

engineers to transform the way

electrical design intent is implemented

at a platform level, using four stages:

define, design, build and service. The

design element has always been

there; it is the other three that will

change the way we do things. We

have also recognised that these four

Born  
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steps do not happen in isolation, so

we have made sure that we cater for

compliance (both internal and

external) and enterprise integration in

both the MCAD domain and the

overall enterprise solution.

“Electrical and electronic design

are cogs in a very big machine,” he

explains. “We just needed to make

sure that these ‘cogs’ are

implemented earlier in the design

process and that they ‘talk‘ to the

tools already in place.

“Every year, electrical and

electronic components and systems

become strategically more important

as differentiators or USPs,” Hughes

elaborates. “In the modern market,

variety is vital, but so is its

management. 

“A multitude of factors, such as

cost, weight and complexity, define

the suitability of the thousands of

potential permutations; so we have to

be very clever with how we manage

them. This issue not only affects the

vehicle builders; it also affects the

supply chain and the service sectors,

hence the breadth of the software’s

coverage,” Hughes adds.

“Configuration complexity can 

be neatly illustrated by one of our

customers that had the option to offer

over 50 million potential production

options. With figures like this

bounding around, it’s clear to see that

this process must be managed and

managed effectively. 

“The idea is not to restrain the

options; instead, it’s to define the

most viable choices that meet both

the marketing and technical objectives

by developing a quantitative way to

balance the benefits of offering many

configurations versus the cost of

doing so.”

Mentor’s Capital Level Manager,

which addresses the ‘define’ element

of the new suite, allows the

optimisation of complexity by linking

the marketing and engineering

functions. “It feeds this information

down into the Capital ModularXC

suite, the build portion of the

software,“ he continues, “which

addresses configuration complexity

and build efficiency by breaking the

parent wiring harness down into

modules defined as either ‘functional’

or ‘production’. Using this approach,

there is no need to build a huge library

of individual part numbers.

“Capital ModularXC can be used

to create potentially unique customer

specific harnesses,” he continues, “by

managing relationships between

harness fragments related to optional

vehicle features (functional modules).

Only valid combinations of functional

modules, plus supplementary

components, are assembled.

Alternatively (and in parallel), it can

also be used to manage sub-

assemblies chosen for manufacturing

efficiency, from which finished

harnesses are constructed

(production modules).”

Capital Publisher is a smart

electronic tool for the creation of

technical publications and their

subsequent consumption by service

technicians. It supports direct

transformation of electrical design

data and related information to

formats suitable for technical

publications and service. This is

achieved via advanced technologies,

such as change management, data

validation, data repartitioning, and

diagram synthesis and styling. It cuts

documentation creation costs, and

increases accuracy and timeliness.

With the abundance of electrical

and electronic systems within vehicles

growing at an almost exponential rate,

the introduction of a more

comprehensive design suite for the

electrical discipline has been a long

time coming. Mentor is quick to

realise that it must offer transparency

when it comes to data sharing across

the enterprise and the design

functions, and is seeing what Hughes

describes as a “move towards

federated databases, rather than

single databases”. In other words, the

sharing of information rather than the

amalgamation. “Of vital importance,”

he concludes, “is the fact that you do

not slow down one domain via the

restraints of another.”

With the relationship between

electrical and mechanical engineers

becoming stronger, and the

metaphorical ‘walls’ between them

becoming almost blurred, new tools

that reinforce this camaraderie will

certainly be welcome. We just hope

that fight for MCAD vs. ECAD

dominance as a controlling factor has

not chosen the PLM domain as its

new battlefield.

to integrate

Capital Logic: electronic and electrical
design – the starting point for the new
Capital Suite

Mark Fletcher talks to

Nigel Hughes, product

marketing director of

Mentor Graphics’

integrated electrical

systems division
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Want more from your infotainment system?

Well, maybe have it double up as your 

in-car ‘doctor’, monitoring

your health at the sam
e time!

60 second interview

M
indTree has unveiled a portfolio of i

ts EtherMind

Bluetooth 4.0 dual-mode (including both Classic and Low

Energy) solutions that offers the rec
ently adopted Health

Thermometer Bluetooth Low Energy Profile; Heart Rate Monitor Low

Energy (as Prototype); as well as the classic Bluetooth Health

Device Profile.

“Basically, there are two parts
 to the system – the car

infotainment system and the health monitoring devices. The car

infotainment system, which is usually the hub for multimedia entertainment and

location-based or internet-based information, is now doubling as a health monitoring

station; a personal version of the well-known bedside patient monitoring systems or

those in ambulances. 

“The important difference here is that, since the passenger or drivers are 

active individuals, wearable non-intrusive and wireless devices become critical.

“Here, the driver or one or more passengers can be monitored for vital body

parameters, including blood glucose levels, pulse rate, blood pressu
re or temperature.

These parameters are gathered th
rough wearable sensor devices, independent of the

car’s system. These devices communicate wirelessly with the

infotainment system through Bluetooth.

“Depending on the degree of integration and

subscription-based health monitoring services, the

applications on the infotainment systems can directly control

the devices or merely synchronise the vital parameter data

from those devices.  

“The head unit will act as the comprehensive monitoring

and storage device. Furthermore, it may be accessible over

the internet by health care service providers as well. In any case, personal data

confidentiality and security aspects need to be addressed a
dequately, especially if 

the system is accessible to car service centres and rental agencies.

“It’s possible the system could be used to detect the early onset of fatigue. Body

vital parameters are more accurate inputs for predicting fatigue levels in advance,

rather than other indicators which are actually detecting the effects of fatigue. 

“However, this requires an accurate model for estimating the fatigue level of the

driver, based on the vital parameter data gathered. S
uch models may be offered today 

by the medical equipment vendors or health care service providers. The head units can

be built in by OEMs, with software bas
ed on such models. Such software can be

downloaded onto the centre head over the internet from subscribed services.”

“It’s possible

the system could

be used to detect

the early onset

of fatigue.”

July/August 2011

Dr Raghunath Govindachari, chief technology officer MindTree

product engineering services division
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Lubrizol Additives Business Segment

The Lubrizol legacy was built upon the unprecedented pioneering of lubricant additives designed to improve the performance 

of fuels and lubricants for transportation and industry. Our engine oil additives offer an expansive range of applications, from 

cars to construction equipment, motorcycles to marine vessels. We also have a full range of gasoline, diesel and biofuel 

additives that can improve the performance of our customers’ fuels. As the only additive company with a product line for 

all on- and off-road driveline applications, Lubrizol provides advanced technologies for use in transmission fluids, gear oil 

and farm tractor fluids. In addition, we offer performance additive packages and components for a wide range of industrial 

lubrication applications. 

Segment President: Daniel L. Sheets

Headquarters: Wickliffe, Ohio USA

Products Lines:

Engine Additives: Lubrizol engine oil additives are comprehensively designed to protect all types of engines in a variety of 

operating environments. The breadth of our product offering ranges from basic technology suitable for use in older vehicles to 

the latest OEM approved lubricants.

Fuel Additives: We offer a full range of fuel additives that improve combustion, deposit control, flow, and friction. The results 

are optimal power, performance, engine and equipment life, fuel economy and emissions.

Driveline Additives: With our unparalleled breadth and depth of knowledge, superior technical facilities and talented people, 

we continue to introduce innovative transmission fluid, gear oil and farm tractor fluid technologies to ensure equipment runs 

better and lasts longer.

Industrial Additives: Our additive technology helps to protect hydraulic systems, industrial gears, bearings, turbines and 

metalworking tools and parts.

Services: We offer a variety of industry services including toll manufacturing, custom testing and consulting. Our K2M online 

training program provides a full range of industry-related courses.

Research, Manufacturing and Sales

The Lubrizol Corporation is geographically diverse, with an extensive global manufacturing, supply chain, technical and 

commercial infrastructure. Lubrizol owns and operates manufacturing facilities in 18 countries, as well as sales and technical 

offices around the world.

Contact Information

For additional information about the Lubricant Additives business segment, visit our Web site at

www.lubrizol.com.

Fact Sheet

The Lubrizol Corporation

29400 Lakeland Boulevard, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092

Telephone: 440.943.4200

www.lubrizol.com

© The Lubrizol Corporation 2011

110977
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Comment

No mixed messages: 
time for straight talking

The supply chain and OEMs have made great strides in

reducing CO2 targets, developing innovative technological

solutions to meet the proposed reductions set out by EU

legislation for 2015 and 2020.

On the one hand, the automotive sector is being asked to

meet these demanding new levels. Yet, in April this year, the

European Commission proposed overhauling the taxation on

energy products to take into account both their CO2 emissions

and the energy content. This would immediately make diesel

more expensive than petrol, yet diesel is an integral part of the

European automotive industry’s strategy to reduce emissions.

Europe is the global centre of excellence for diesel technology: 75% of the world’s

diesel car production happened in Europe and diesels are beginning to find favour

farther afield as well, now accounting for 30% of US car sales in 2010, up from 12%

in ’09; while in India, diesel accounts for 28% of sales and is still growing.

Likewise, politicians want safer vehicles for passengers, pedestrians and other

road users. However, this inevitably adds mass to the car and is potentially

detrimental to fuel efficiency.

But it is absolutely these challenges that makes the European supply community

one of the most innovative and inventive in the world, capable of supplying not just

established European OEMS with cost-effective solutions, but also those emerging in

the new Brazilian, Russian, Indian and Chinese (BRIC) nations.

To maintain that global leadership, Europe’s supply chain needs a stable domestic

market that isn’t unduly biased for or against one technology, on account of political

demands from Brussels. Otherwise, it could result in a migration of both the

technology and the expertise behind it.

Ian Adcock Editor in Chief

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 37July/August 2011

Politicians have a habit of sending out contradictory messages,

especially when it involves the automotive industry, emissions and safety
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Environmentally-friendly Safe in curves

Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems from BorgWarner 
BERU Systems: greater safety with less consumption.

www.beru.com feel good about driving

Keep the pressure under control at all times: Tire Pressure Monitoring 

Systems from BERU Systems make this possible. This 3rd generation 

direct-measuring Tire Safety System (TSS) monitors air pressure and 

temperature in every single wheel providing instant warning at the 

slightest pressure deviation (0.2 bar). Increased safety, less fuel  

consumption, less tire wear, and lower CO
2
 emission packaged in an 

ultra lean system. World class BERU reliability included.  

For more information, please contact +49 7141 132-235 or  

technology@borgwarner.com 
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BorgWarner BERU Systems GmbH

Innovation and collaboration
Mission statement

BorgWarner BERU Systems is specialised in diesel cold-start

technology, ignition technology, automobile electronics and

sensor systems. Ever since the company was founded in

1912, it has been a company principle to develop innovative

products, in close association with the automobile

manufacturers, and to identify and move into new niches

revealing promising technologies. Outstanding product quality,

uncompromising customer orientation, technical flexibility and

rapid realisation of new ideas are the key factors of the

company’s success.

Products and

services

The range of products

manufactured and

marketed by BERU

Systems worldwide

comprises of spark

plugs and glow plugs,

ignition coils and

ignition cables, tyre

pressure monitoring

systems, media

heaters, high-

temperature sensors

and flame starting

systems for large diesel

engines. In cooperation

with the automobile

manufacturers, this

range is continually

being extended and thus adapted to the prevailing market

conditions. On an international scale, BERU Systems

customers include the most renowned manufacturers of

automobiles and engines. In the field of glow plugs, BERU

Systems is one of the world market leaders. With its branded

products of original equipment quality, the company also

supplies the aftermarket.

Research & development

During the past few years, intensive research and

development work in this area has been highly successful,

resulting in outstanding new products with which BERU

Systems can justifiably claim technology leadership. The

combustion process can be controlled directly with BERU

Systems’s intelligent Pressure Sensor Glow plug (PSG),

allowing combustion with lower emissions. Cabin heaters

(PTC) compensate the disadvantage of reduced waste heat of

modern hybrid, electric and combustion engines to ensure

effective vehicle heating; the Tyre Safety System (TSS)

permanently monitors the tyre pressure, and is increasingly in

demand as a safety and comfort feature in vehicles. New,

lightweight plug top ignition coils utilise new magnetic circuitry

technology, resulting in reduced part size necessary to meet

the tight installation requirements of modern downsized

engines. In addition

to being more

compact, this new

ignition technology

produces higher

combustion energy

and greater ignition

voltage. High-

temperature

sensors (HTS)

constantly provide

actual exhaust

temperatures to the

engine control unit

(ECU) - eg, to

precisely control fuel

enrichment for

particulate filter

regeneration.

Designed with an

innovative ‘bowl’

contact, new double

platinum spark

plugs optimise the

connection between the plug top coil and the spark plug for

dependable starts and efficient combustion. A highly

specialised BERU Systems team is exclusively responsible for

preliminary development, investigating the applicability of new

technical process and new materials.

Quality standards

For decades now, BERU Systems has been a reliable supplier

to the automobile industry, delivering components directly to

the production lines of the manufacturers. Direct supply aims

at achieving so-called ‘zero error’. This requires the most

precise production processes, the principle of continuous

improvement and maintenance of the highest standards of

quality. For this reason, all production locations of BERU

Systems are certified to DIN ISO 9001, as well as ISO/TS

16949, version 2009. Furthermore, the demands of the

environmental standard ISO 14001 are demonstrably fulfilled.

Contact details

For all enquiries, please contact BorgWarner BERU Systems at

the address or website indicated below. 

BorgWarner BERU Sytems GmbH

Mörikestrasse 155

71636 Ludwigsburg, Germany

Tel: +49-7141-132-0

Fax: +49-7141-132-350

Email: technology@borgwarner.com

www.beru.com

www.beru.com
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BERU Systems’ new High Temperature Sensors

(HTS) constantly provide actual exhaust

temperatures in a measuring range of minus 

40 to plus 950 degrees Celsius. The direct-

measuring tyre pressure monitoring system

TSS (Tyre Safety System) enhances traffic

safety by automatically and continuously

monitoring a vehicle’s tyre pressure and

warning the driver as soon as a tyre loses 

0.2 bar of pressure.

BERU developed the first glow plug in 1929

and has since dominated the market with

numerous patented innovations: from the self

controlling, reheatable glow plugs via the

Instant Start System ISS to the latest example,

the innovative Pressure Sensor Glow Plug

(PSG).
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Invented for life.

Innovations from Bosch.

Invented for life is our mission. We develop products and systems 

that respond today to the global  problems of the future. That’s why 

many of the 15 patents Bosch registers every day contribute to prog-

ress in renewable energies, emission reduction and fuel economy. 

Doing our share for a better future. www.bosch.com
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Robert Bosch

BOSCH – INVENTED FOR LIFE

Change in the automotive industry remains as dynamic as ever.

As a major automotive supplier, Bosch is one of the driving

forces behind this change - for example, developments in the

area of electromobility. This has been underlined by the

chairman of the Bosch Automotive Group, Dr. Bernd Bohr, who

confirmed that the company is developing at a dynamic pace –

economically, as well as technically. 

Automotive technology sales will pass the 30 billion euro

threshold for the first time this year and the company is

expecting growth to be around 10%. The company is enjoying

particular success with products and systems that promote

eco-friendly mobility and prevent accidents.

One of the key factors contributing to the company’s

success is the commitment to research and development. The

company spends well above the industry average, with 3.2

billion Euros devoted to R&D in automotive technology in 2011.

This allows Bosch to seize long-term growth opportunities,

without neglecting short-term ones. This means, for example,

reducing fuel consumption in diesel and gasoline vehicles by at

least another 30%. Technologies that improve efficiency are

popular in the marketplace and Bosch expects unit sales of its

common-rail diesel-injection systems to rise by more than 10%

annually up to 2015. The company also pointed out that it

hoped to triple sales of gasoline direct injection systems by

2013. In conjunction with turbocharging, these allow smaller

engines to deliver the same performance, while consuming less

fuel. Another technology cited by the company is start/stop

systems, which can reduce fuel consumption by 4% or more.

The future belongs to electromobility

Whatever the efficiency improvements in diesel and gasoline

vehicles, Dr Bohr is confident that the future belongs to the

electric drive. In his view, the present high battery costs and

limited range mean that the switch to electromobility would

take well over a decade. But he believes it is not simply a

matter of either/or when considering internal-combustion

engines and electric-drives. For the not-too-distant future, Dr

Bohr judged the outlook for plug-in hybrids to be good: a

relatively small, cost-effective battery for urban trips that can

be re-charged from a power socket, combined with a gasoline

or diesel engine for longer journeys. Combinations of this sort,

however, do require broad and well-networked system

expertise – one of the Bosch strengths in its core areas of

powertrain and chassis technology.

The company’s technical expertise in electromobility covers

a wide range of specialities. It not only produces power

electronics and the semiconductors on which they are based,

but also electric motors. SB LiMotive, a joint venture between

Bosch and Samsung SDI, started production of lithium-ion

batteries at the end of 2010. By 2013, the jv will start series

production of electromobility products for 20 projects with 12

vehicle manufacturers. 

A recent and very significant development in this area was

the announcement of a further joint venture agreement, this

time between Bosch and Daimler. The two companies have

established a new company under the name EM-motive GmbH

to develop, produce and market innovative electric motors –

also known as traction motors – for electric vehicles. The aim of

the co-operation between Daimler and Bosch in the field of

electromobility is to pool core competencies and exploit

synergies, and, as a result, to accelerate the development of

premium traction motors for electric vehicles with battery, fuel

cell or range extender.

The goal of accident-free driving

Bosch is pursuing the goal of accident-free driving with just as

much purpose as it is in electromobility. For example, the

company highlighted legislation coming into effect this year

that requires ESP® (Electronic Stability Program) to be fitted to

cars and vans in Europe as standard equipment. Similar

legislation in the United States and Australia will mean that in

these regions there will be no more new cars without the anti-

skid system first developed and launched in the market by

Bosch. According to the company, over the next 20 years

technical advances will lead to autonomous driving. The key to

this lies in expanding driver assistance systems. Bosch already

has more than 600 engineers working on such systems.

Autonomous driving, the company predicts, will first become

established in relatively discrete areas, such as parking and

stop-and-go driving. But future vehicle generations will feature

systems that can also operate at higher speeds.

Contact details:

For more information on these and other Bosch technologies,

please go to: www.bosch.com or www.bosch.co.uk

www.bosch.com
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Real parts. Really fast.

CNC Machining in 1–3 days.
Best for 1-10 parts.
Priced from £50.

Choose from
30 different
materials
including ABS,
Nylon, PC,
Acetal, PEEK,
ULTEM, aluminium 
and brass.

Injection Moulding in 1–15 days.
Best for 10-10,000+ parts.
Priced from £995.

Choose from

hundreds of

engineeringgrade

resins,

including HDPE,

Polypropylene,

ABS/PC,

Acetal, PBT,

Polycarbonate,

Nylon 66,

Polyamide and

LPDE.

It’s easy to work
with Proto Labs.

Choose CNC machining or injection

moulding, whichever is best for your

project. Upload your CAD model and

receive an automated, interactive

quote in hours. Once approved, our

cluster computing technology and

automated manufacturing systems

will deliver real parts using real

materials in as little as one day. And

that’s the real story.

Visit www.protolabs.co.uk/parts today to

receive your FREE copy of our comprehensive

comparison of rapid prototyping technologies.

Enter source code EUAD11.

Call +44 (0) 1952 683047
or visit protolabs.co.uk

©2011 Proto Labs, Ltd. ISO 9001:2008 Certified

Simply upload
your 3D CAD
model, and
choose the best
option for
your needs.
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Proto Labs

Making (light) waves

Richard Sant is excited for OceanLED’s

future in the super-yacht market. On his

office wall is the blueprint for a vessel

measuring 148m in length; having six

engines, several decks and lots of

lights. Despite yachts like this costing

hundreds of millions of pounds,

business is booming. To capitalise on

this, OceanLED plan to move beyond

bespoke super-yachts to develop

higher-volume products for other

growth sectors: a plan involving a

fundamental rethink of the firm’s

manufacturing techniques, inevitably

leading them to rapid injection

moulding.

OceanLED produce simple,

maintenance-free marine lighting, but

went on to develop what many in the

industry regard as the world’s most

advanced underwater lighting system.

Its new, smaller consumer lights are

made from polymers, meaning they can

be mass-produced economically.

Compared to traditional light sources,

LEDs are very energy efficient,

producing less heat. As a result, boats

can use more light units, while keeping

their weight and energy costs low.

Richard pointed out OceanLED 

had no experience of making plastic

injection moulded parts for lights.

“Although I’d been using SolidWorks to

design mechanical products for a long

time, this was my first plastic injection

moulded product. Like most people, we

started using a Chinese company, but,

frustrated with the quality and costs, 

we looked for someone who could do 

a better, faster job – that’s when we

found Protomold.”

Richard was pleased with

Protomold’s online ProtoQuote® service,

enabling him to upload his 3D CAD 

and receive a detailed breakdown of

manufacturing costs and

manufacturability report, literally within

hours. “The Protomold process allows

an injection-moulding novice to design

and order a part,” he says. “It gave us

complete control and it’s close to home

– it’s good to know we are using a

company in the UK.”

Once OceanLED had finalised the

design of the mounts, he was able 

to order relatively low volumes of

production-quality parts from the same

mould. As a result, kits can be sold

separately, retailing for around £15-20.

“At the moment, we order 500 each

time,” he comments. “Using traditional

steel moulds in China ,we would have to

run off thousands to make the tooling

economical.”

Looking ahead, Richard Sant sees

even more promise in the architectural

lighting. “Our lights are essentially a

green alternative to traditional lighting,

making them valuable as both

decorative and functional building

lights. We intend to make the most 

of it, with the help of Proto Labs.”

Contact information:

Proto Labs, Limited

Halesfield 8

Telford

Shropshire

TF7 4QN

UK

T +44 (0) 1952 683047

F +44 (0) 1952 683048

customerservice@protolabs.co.uk

www.protolabs.co.uk
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Above: Richard Sant of OceanLED, 

with the prototype model made using

the production intent material.

Below: 3D CAD model, used to get the

ProtoQuote®. 
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Sekisui S-Lec

Improving the comfort in your car!
Multi-layer PVB technology will expand the

possibilities of high performance automotive glazing.

Nowadays, the environment is playing a leading role in the

automotive design. Weight reduction by using thinner glass

and smaller air conditioning units, in order to save weight and

therefore fuel, with fewer CO2 emissions. All these

developments will have an impact on the comfort for the

driver and passengers. We want to keep the same, or better,

comfort within the car.

In order to meet the automotive demands for enhanced

comfort, Sekisui has developed a wide range of PVB

interlayer films, which will meet these requirements for

enhanced comfort.

S-Lec® Acoustic Film

Car noises travels through

glass. Ever turned off the

engine and sighed with

relief after a long drive?

This is the moment when

many drivers realise how

much noise penetrates

into a car when driving. 

S-Lec® Sound Acoustic

film brings peace and

calmness to the interior by

dramatically reducing all

noises coming through the

glass, including unpleasant engine and wind noise. S-Lec®

Sound Acoustic Film, with SEKISUI multi-layer extrusion

technology, has succeeded in enhancing the car’s comfort. 

S-Lec® Solar Control Film

The S-Lec® Solar Control Film is developed in order to block

out rays and fuel overuse; being able to dress in your

favourite outfit, looking your best, regardless of the heat. Cars

must be able to fulfil such passengers’ wishes. This film has

the ability to block infrared rays, in addition to ultraviolet rays.

Infrared rays could irritate your skin and greatly increase the

car temperature. S-Lec® Solar Control Film blocks these rays

and minimises the negative factors for the skin and the

increased temperature in the car.

Electromagnetic wave transmission. Balancing

communication and coolness

Today, mobile communication is a necessity for business and

pleasure. However, standard heat-reflecting glass with metal

coating reflects waves, which makes it difficult for mobile

phones to receive waves. This film allows major waves of all

frequencies to transmit through glass. 

‘Eco-friendly’ is ‘People-friendly’

The higher the temperature, the more air conditioning we use.

This puts burden on the engine, resulting in more fuel use.

Not only does S-Lec

Solar Control Film

prevent the increase of

the car temperature, it

also helps in reducing the

fuel consumption and

carbon dioxide emission

by reducing the overuse

of air conditioners.

Protecting your car

from noise and heat?

Accelerating the level

of comfort and eco-friendliness? S-LEC Sound and

Solar Film is a multifunctional interlayer film that

makes all dreams come true!

The S-LEC Sound and Solar Film is a combination of the

multi-layer technology (acoustic film) and the nano-dispersion

technology (solar control film) is a superior solution for

achieving one product with two high-value functions, noise

and heat reduction. 

Sekisui S-Lec occupies a strong market position, with unique

technology and high performance products. They work

continuously to improve products and production processes.

And they are driven by customers’ wishes, as well as

environmental issues. Furthermore, Sekisui S-Lec is certified

in accordance with QS 9000, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.

Contact details

Sekisui S-Lec bv

Metaalweg 5

PO Box 1088

6040 KB Roermond

The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0)475 349 900

Fax: +31 (0)475 349 999

E-mail:marketing@s-lec.nl

www.s-lec.eu

www.s-lec.eu
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Glass 

Glass 

Glass 

PVB [polyvinyl butryal]

Heat-insulating micro-particles

Sound-insulating layer

Tinted layer

SSF

Ultra violet rays

Glass

S-LEC®

Glass

Cabin

Infrared rays

Visible rays

Solar control film

Sunlight

Normal PVB

Acoustic PVB
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  JUST THINK: 

 AUTOMATIC

EMERGENCY BRAKING 

FOR EVERY CAR 

IN EUROPE.
Advanced technologies are raising the intelligence of safety, always 

there and always aware. Cognitive Safety Systems from TRW can 

help protect more drivers, passengers and pedestrians worldwide. 

TRW’s Advanced Thinking – the safety everyone deserves.

ADVANCED THINKING / SMART THINKING / GREEN THINKING  

http://cognitivesafetysystems.trw.com   
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TRW Automotive

The safety everyone deserves
TRW Automotive is the global leader in automotive safety

systems. The company designs, develops and produces a

broad array of active and passive safety products – braking,

steering & suspension, occupant safety systems and enabling

electronics. 

TRW is constantly seeking ways of ensuring it can deliver

advanced systems for the complete range of passenger

vehicles - not just the luxury segment – for every market in the

world. TRW has more than 60,000 employees across more

than 180 locations in 26 countries.

TRW will present its latest safety technologies at the IAA

Frankfurt Motor Show on stand F20 in Hall 8.

Cognitive Safety Systems

TRW uses the term Cognitive Safety Systems to describe

how “we put the thinking” into vehicle safety systems. By

creating more intelligent systems, it aims to raise safety to 

a higher level than ever before.  

TRW looks at Cognitive Safety Systems under the headings of:

Advanced Thinking for safety; Green Thinking for fuel

efficiency; and Smart Thinking for value.

Advanced Thinking

TRW is making cars smarter to help keep people smarter.

Seamlessly integrated technology that senses, analyses,

anticipates and acts in response to ever-changing conditions.

Examples include Automatic Emergency Braking, Lane

Keeping Assistance, Safety Domain ECU, Adaptive Airbag and

Seat Belt Systems.

Green Thinking

To help automakers meet their CO2 emissions goals, TRW

offers a range of fuel-saving and hybrid-enabling technologies,

including electrically powered steering, slip control boost - a

fully integrated electronic stability control and brake actuation

system - and lightweight components. 

Smart Thinking

TRW is developing cost-effective technology that helps

protect drivers and passengers everywhere. Modular systems

designed to make the latest safety systems affordable across

the globe and integrated technology, scalable to any vehicle

class. Technologies include Scalable Airbag Control Unit,

TRW’s modular ESC family, mid- and short-range radar

sensors and modular airbag kits. 

TRW has the broadest portfolio of any safety supplier, and is

committed to help protect drivers, occupants and other road

users all over the world. Its team of more than 5,000 engineers

are working to deliver the safety everyone deserves.

Contact details

www.trw.com

TRW Automotive

Hansallee 190

D-40547 Düsseldorf

Germany

Tel: +49 211 584 201

Contact: lynette.jackson@trw.com

www.trw.com
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ZF technology – 

the intelligent choice. 

Because our new 8-speed 

hybrid transmission significantly

improves fuel economy.

www.zf.com/car

The new Audi Q5 Hybrid is the world’s first full hybrid vehicle to feature a rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
With the 8-speed hybrid transmission from ZF, it can maintain a constant speed of 60 km/h for up to 3 km 
powered only by the electric motor, and achieve a maximum speed of 100 km/h without emissions. 
The hybrid design facilitates mid-range cycle consumption in the NEDC of 6.9 l/100 km or 159 g of carbon 
emissions per kilometer.

Driveline and Chassis Technology
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ZF

On site – Worldwide. ZF in
international markets
ZF is a Worldwide Leading Automotive Supplier of Driveline

and Chassis Technology. 

ZF develops and manufactures innovative, high-quality

products and related technologies that improve the mobility

of people and goods. The products and services offer the

customers clear added value through leading technologies,

quality and service. The passionate commitment to achieving

greater efficiency and resource conservation has made ZF a

trendsetter in new markets.

ZF is among the top 10 companies on the ranking list of

the largest automotive suppliers worldwide. Worldwide, the

ZF Group has 117 production companies and 8 main

development locations in 26 countries. In addition, approx. 

50 service companies of their own and representative offices,

as well as 650 service partners. This enables ZF to provide 

a dense network of highly qualified contacts close to

international customers at all levels and in all regions.

ZF is consistently expanding its global market presence.

Both established market regions and new markets play very

important roles. Activities outside of Europe in particular will

gain more importance in the future. This applies not only to

the established markets in North and South America, but

especially to the Asia-Pacific region and the new markets in

Eastern Europe and India. The aspects of market

development by adapting products to the specific market

requirements and best-cost-country considerations will play a

decisive role in production and procurement. ZF supports the

international expansion of established customers and, at the

same time, adds partners from new market regions to its

customer portfolio.

The Group has an international network of development

centres: the main development locations are in

Friedrichshafen (Germany), Dielingen (Germany), Passau

(Germany), Schweinfurt (Germany),

Schwäbisch Gmünd (Germany),

Northville near Detroit (USA), Pilsen

(Czech Republic), and Shanghai

(China). Worldwide, approximately

5,100 engineers work in Research

and Development. Corporate R&D

coordinates and supports the

activities at the development centre

in Tokyo (Japan). 

Every year, ZF invests approx.

five per cent of its sales in

Research and Development. With

success, because innovative

products from ZF set the standard

for state-of-the-art technology –

again and again.

Contact details:

ZF Friedrichshafen AG

88038 Friedrichshafen, Germany 

Phone  +49 7541 77-0

Fax +49 7541 77-908000

postoffice@zf.com

www.zf.com

www.zf.com
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Automotive foams take the heat

Zotefoams plc is the world’s No 1

manufacturer of crosslinked, closed-cell

polyolefin block foams and a major

supplier of damping, sealing and

insulation materials for the automotive

manufacturing industry.

The Zotefoams’ unique nitrogen

saturation expansion process uses pure

nitrogen to foam the material in a

controlled manner. The total lack of

chemical blowing agents in the process

ensures that foams produced in this

way are pure, low stress, virtually odour-

free, non-corrosive, non-irritating and

low fogging. They are also far lighter

than foams with comparable

mechanical properties, produced by

other foaming methods.

This manufacturing method

produces the world’s lowest density

polyolefin, crosslinked foams and the

technology is now being used to foam

high performance advanced engineering

plastics, such as polyamide (Nylon)…

materials that are eagerly sought by the

automotive industry. 

Marketed under the brand ZOTEK®

N, these polyamide foams exhibit most

of the properties of polyethylene foams,

with the added advantages of being

highly resistant to fuels, oils and

greases, and having outstanding

temperature resistance to more than

200°C… a combination of properties

that makes them ideal candidates for a

host of under-bonnet applications.

Contact details:

Zotefoams plc, 

675 Mitcham Road,

Croydon, Surrey CR9 3AL 

England

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8664 1600

Fax: +44 (0) 20 8664 1616

Email: Info@zotefoams.com

Zotefoams Inc. 

55 Precision Drive,

Walton, Kentucky, 41094, 

USA

Tel: +1 859 371 4046 

FREE: (800) 362-8358 (US Only)

Fax: +1 859 371 4734

Email: custserv@zotefoams.com
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Ticona Engineering Polymers
50 Years of Metal Replacement Innovation

Auto manufacturers are under pressure to optimize weight reduction, increase 

fuel effi ciency and reduce cost. The use of plastics in place of metals is helping 

manufacturers maintain margins as costs and competition increase. With more 

than 50 years of material, technical and application development experience, 

Ticona, through its global reach and resources, is uniquely positioned to help 

its customers develop innovative products that meet tomorrow’s challenges.

Brilliant Solutions with Plastic

MetaLX™ metal-effect polymers 
combine the look of metal with 
the design freedom of plastics, 
while reducing costs and eliminating 
chemical pollutants associated 
with painting and plating. MetaLX 

polymers allow 
the effi cient 
design and 
application 

of one-piece confi gurations with 
internal features that would be diffi cult 
or impossible to produce in metal. 
The MetaLX metal-effect polymers 
are available in Hostaform® POM, 
Celanex® PBT and Riteflex® 
TPC-ET. 

Lightweight Structural Parts
Celstran® and Factor® 

thermoplastic 
composites can 
combine a variety 
of long fi ber and 
continuous fi ber 

reinforcements with a portfolio of 
advanced semi-crystalline thermo-
plastic resins to meet customer 
requirements for precise mechanical, 
thermal and 
chemical 
performance.

Introducing New High-Strength 
Hostaform® HS15™ POM 
The Perfect Balance of Strength and Stability

Hostaform HS15 is characterized by 
a unique combination 
of high stiffness and 
superior toughness, plus 
long-term stability to 
provide the broadest 

design space of any acetal copolymer 
available on the market today. This 
new material delivers cost savings 

through increased productivity 
and also exhibits excellent 

chemical resistance 
to aggressive fl uids 
such as hot water and 

concentrated alkaline 
solutions (pH4 to pH14).

Next Generation High-Impact 
Hostaform® POM 

Hostaform S-series 
brings new levels of 
performance previously 
unavailable in conventional impact 
modifi ed POMs, delivering up to 75% 
improved impact performance and up 
to 300% increase in weldline strength. 

 

Performance and Weight Savings for 
Under the Hood and Powertrain 

Fortron® PPS is 
perfectly suited 
for applications 
requiring high 
temperature 
performance, 
broad chemical resistance to 
automotive fl uids and gas, superior 
dimensional stability and excellent 
creep resistance. Fortron® PPS has a 
high continuous use temperature up 
              to 240°C, no known solvent 
                      up to 200°C and can 
                         provide potential weight 
                                savings up to 50% 
                                     versus metals. 

High-Performance Polymers for a 

Mobile Future 

Besides the already established 
Fortron® PPS the liquid crystal 
polymers Vectra® / Zenite® LCP have 
found their way into automotive 
electrical systems due to the addi-
tional safety and comfort systems 
in many applications. In the fi eld of 
electric powered mobility there will 
be additional requirements which 
can only be fulfi lled effi ciently with 
Vectra® / Zenite® 
LCP.

World-Class Engineering Polymers

Q  Celanex® PBT

Q    Celstran®, Compel®  and Factor® LFRT

Q  Fortron® PPS

Q  Hostaform® POM

Q  Impet® PET

Q  Riteflex® TPC-ET

Q  Thermx® PCT

Q  Vandar® polyester alloy

Q  Vectra® and Zenite® LCP

© 2010 Ticona
Except as otherwise noted, trademarks are owned by Ticona or its affi liates.  Fortron is a registered trademark of Fortron Industries LLC.   Ticona is a business of Celanese Corporation.

Your partner for high 
performance polymers:

www.ticona.de
TiconaCommunicationsEurope@ticona.de
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Automobiles of tomorrow.
New visions designed with plastics.

High-performance 
polymers with perfect 
profi les

s� �,OWER�WEIGHT�WITH�GREATER�RESILIENCE�

s� �,OWEMISSIVE�IN�AUTOMOBILE�
INTERIORS

s� �56�RESISTANCE�FOR�VISIBLE�MOLDINGS��
RESISTANCE�AGAINST�WEATHERING

s� �%XCELLENT�SLIDING�PROPERTIES�AND�HIGH�
CONTINUOUS�SERVICE�TEMPERATURES�

Your partner for high-performance polymers:

4ICONA#OMMUNICATIONS%UROPE TICONA�DE�q�WWW�TICONA�COM

'ROUNDBREAKING�MOBILITY�CONCEPTS�WILL�BE�INm�UENCED�DECISIVELY�BY�HIGHPERFORMANCE�
ENGINEERING�PLASTICS��7HETHER�THIS�CONCERNS�NOVEL�DRIVE�CONCEPTS��PRODUCTION�PROCESSES�
OR�COMPONENTS��4ICONA�CONTRIBUTES�VALUABLE�KNOWHOW�AND�INNOVATIVE�PRODUCTS��AS�IN�
THE�l�ELD�OF�ELECTRICPOWERED�MOBILITY��WHERE�4ICONA�DELIVERS�TAILORMADE�SOLUTIONS�WITH�
HIGHPERFORMANCE�PLASTICS��&OR�ITS�NEWEST�CONCEPT�CAR�h"AM"OOv��2INSPEED�ADOPTED�
Hostaform® POM�MetaLX™�TAPES�FOR�THE�ROOF�STRUCTURE��4HE�SPECIALLY�DESIGNED�
0/-�LOW�EMISSION�GRADES�8!0�WERE�l�RST�CHOICE�FOR�THE�STYLISH��SPOKE�STEERING�WHEEL��
l�NISHED�WITH�MetaLX™ INLAYS��AS�WELL�AS�FOR�THE�ROLLER�INTERIOR�COVERS�CONCEALING�THE�
GLOVEBOX��Celstran® CFR-TP TAPES�WERE�USED�FOR�THE�INNOVATIVE�UNDERBODY�SHIELD�
AND�THE�HATCH�DOOR��Celstran® LFT�FOUND�ITS�PLACE�IN�FURTHER�STRUCTURAL�INTERIOR�PARTS��
4HE�h"AM"OOv�BECAME�AN�OUTSTANDING�DESIGN�EXPERIENCE�n�DUE�TO�4ICONA�MATERIALS��
COMBINING�ALL�NECESSARY�SPECIl�CATIONS�WITH�FULL�DESIGN�FREEDOM��

7HAT�IDEA�DO�YOU�WANT�TO�REALIZE��7E�LOOK�FORWARD�TO�SHAPING�THE�FUTURE�WITH�YOU�

STEERING WHEEL

UNDERBODY

INTERIORS

OUR POLYMER

TRUNK HATCH
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